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Zusammenfassung 

Interleukin 2 (IL-2) war das erste Zytokin in der Geschichte des Menschen, das zur 

Krebsbehandlung eingesetzt wurde. Es ist von der FDA als Monotherapie für Nierenzellkarzinome 

und Melanome zugelassen und kann bei Patienten die Rückbildung von Tumorerkrankungen 

fördern. Einer der möglichen Mechanismen ist, dass die Verabreichung von IL-2 zu einer T-Zell-

Expansion führte. Darüber hinaus zeigte eine aktuelle Studie, dass auch antigenspezifische T-

Zellen vermehrt werden können, was eine entscheidende Rolle bei der Vermittlung der 

Tumorregression spielt. Trotz des langjährigen und umfangreichen Einsatzes von IL-2 in der Klinik 

war der Anteil der Patienten, die eine komplette Antwort Zeigten, jedoch immer noch gering, und 

nur etwa ein Fünftel der Patienten weist eine objektive Tumorregression auf.  Daher sollte die 

Funktion von IL-2 in der Krebsbehandlung weiter optimiert und untersucht werden. Eine Studie von 

Franz O. Smith et al. hat gezeigt, dass die Kombinationsbehandlung von IL-2 und 

tumorassoziiertem Antigenimpfstoff im Vergleich zu Melanomapatienten, die IL-2 allein erhalten, 

einen starken Trend zu verstärkten objektiven Reaktionen aufweist. Peptidimpfstoff ist ein Anti-

Krebs-Impfstoff, der in der Lage ist, eine starke tumorantigenspezifische Immunantwort zu 

induzieren, die die Tumore ausrotten kann. Je nach Art der Antigene kann es in zwei verschiedene 

Kategorien eingeteilt werden: Impfstoff gegen tumorassoziierte Antigene (TAA) und Impfstoff gegen 

tumorspezifische Neoantigene (TSA). Derzeit werden Peptidimpfstoffe hauptsächlich in klinischen 

Studien in Phasen I und II an Patienten mit verschiedenen fortgeschrittenen Krebsarten wie 

Lungenkrebs, Magen-Darm-Tumoren und Brustkrebs untersucht. 

Das Vacciniavirus (VACV) ist einer der sichersten Vektoren, der in der Krebsbehandlung und 

Krankheitsprävention weit verbreitet eingesetzt wird. Als onkolytischer Vektor kann VACV mehrere 

große Fremdgene tragen, die es dem Virus ermöglichen, diagnostische und therapeutische Mittel 

einzuführen, ohne die Virusreplikation dramatisch zu verändern. Inzwischen kann das 

rekombinante Vacciniavirus (rVACV) leicht durch die Technik der homologen Rekombination 

erzeugt werden. Hier haben wir das Vacciniavirus als therapeutischen Krebsvektor verwendet, das 



 

 

Maus-Interleukin 2 (IL-2) und tumorassoziierte Antigene gleichzeitig exprimiert, um die 

Kombinationswirkung der Anti-Tumor-Immunantwort im 4T1-Mausmodell zu untersuchen.  

Wie erwartet, erhöhte das VACV-exprimierte mIL-2 bemerkenswert sowohl die CD4+- als auch die 

CD8+-Population in vivo und die virusexprimierten, tumorassoziierten Peptide lösten erfolgreich die 

antigenspezifische T-Zell-Antwort auf, um das Wachstum des Tumors hemmen zu können. Darüber 

hinaus zeigten die Ergebnisse des Tierversuchs, dass der mIL-2 plus Tumorantigene 

exprimierende VACV-Vektor eine bessere Anti-Krebs-Antwort zeigt, als der mIL2 allein 

exprimierende Vektor, wobei das Erste das Tumorwachstum im Vergleich zu dem Letzteren 

signifikant hemmen konnte. Darüber hinaus bestätigten die Ergebnisse auch unsere früheren 

unveröffentlichten Daten, dass die mIL-2-Expression, die durch den synthetischen frühen/späten 

Promotor im Lister-Stamm rVACV angetrieben wird, die Tumorregression im 4T1-Mausmodell 

verstärkte.



 

 

Summary 

Interleukin 2 (IL-2) was the first cytokine applied for cancer treatment in human history. It has been 

approved as monotherapy for renal cell carcinoma and melanoma by the FDA and does mediate 

the regression of the tumors in patients. One of the possible mechanisms is that the administration 

of IL-2 led to T lymphocytes expansion, including CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. In addition, a recent 

study demonstrated that antigen-specific T cells could also be expanded through the induction of 

IL-2, which plays a crucial role in mediating tumor regression. However, despite the long-term and 

extensive use of IL-2 in the clinic, the ratio of patients who get a complete response was still low, 

and only about one-fifth of patients showed objective tumor regression. Therefore, the function of 

IL-2 in cancer treatment should continue to be optimized and investigated. A study by Franz O. 

Smith et al. has shown that the combination treatment of IL-2 and tumor-associated antigen vaccine 

has a strong trend to increased objective responses compared to patients with melanoma receiving 

IL-2 alone. Peptide vaccines are anti-cancer vaccines able to induce a powerful tumor antigen-

specific immune response capable of eradicating the tumors. According to the type of antigens, 

peptide vaccines can be classified into two distinct categories: Tumor-associated antigens (TAA) 

vaccine and tumor-specific neoantigens (TSA) vaccine. Currently, Peptide vaccines are mainly 

investigated in phase I and phase II clinical trials of human cancer patients with various advanced 

cancers such as lung cancer, gastrointestinal tumors, and breast cancers. 

Vaccinia virus (VACV) is one of the safest viral vectors, which has been wildly used in cancer 

treatment and pathogen prevention. As an oncolytic vector, VACV can carry multiple large foreign 

genes, which enable the virus to introduce diagnostic and therapeutic agents without dramatically 

reducing the viral replication. Meanwhile, the recombinant vaccinia virus (rVACV) can be easily 

generated by homologous recombination. Here, we used the vaccinia virus as the therapeutic 

cancer vector, expressing mouse Interleukin 2 (IL-2) and tumor-associated antigens simultaneously 

to investigate the combined effect of anti-tumor immune response in the 4T1 mouse tumor model. 

As expected, the VACV driven mIL-2 expression remarkably increased both CD4+ and CD8+ 

populations in vivo, and the virus-expressed tumor-associated peptides successfully elicited the 



 

 

antigen-specific T cell response to inhibit the growth of tumors. Furthermore, the experiments with 

tumor-bearing animals showed that the mIL-2 plus tumor antigens expressing VACV vector gave a 

better anti-cancer response than the mIL-2 alone expressing vector. The combinations did 

significantly more inhibit tumor growth than mIL-2 treatment alone. Moreover, the results confirmed 

our previous unpublished data that the mIL-2 expression driven by synthetic early/late promoter in 

the Lister strain VACV could enhance the tumor regression in the 4T1 mouse model.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Breast Cancer 

1.1.1 Overview of breast cancer and standard treatment 

Breast cancer (BC) is cancer that forms in the breast tissue and is the most common cancer 

occurring among women worldwide (Figure.1) [1, 2]. At least 7.8 million people have been 

diagnosed with BC from 2016 to 2020, making it the most prevalent cancer in females globally. 

Only in 2020, there were 2.3 million women diagnosed with breast cancer resulting in 685 000 

cases of deaths globally (Figure.2) [2]. It can develop in women at any age, especially at the age 

over 45 years old. BC is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide [3]. However, breast 

cancer in men is rare, only about 1% diagnosed is found in a man [4]. Based on histomorphology, 

50%-75% of BC patients have invasive ductal carcinoma, which is the most common category in 

BC. 5%-15% of patients have invasive lobular carcinoma. The mixed ductal/lobular carcinomas and 

other rare histologies are comparatively less [5]. 

 

 

Figure.1: Most common type of cancer Incidence in 2020 in each country among women [2]. 
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Figure.2: Distribution of cases and cancer death for the top 10 most common cancers in 2020 for women [2]. 

 

BC can be identified into five different clinically relevant groups according to the molecular and 

histological characteristics: (1) luminal A: expressing hormone receptor which is ER (estrogen 

receptor) and/or PR (progesterone receptor) positive, and HER2 (human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2) negative, (2) luminal B: ER and/or PR positive as well as HER2, (3) HER2 positive and 

overexpressing, both ER and PR molecules are negative,(4) triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) 

more likely to occur in young women which is negative or shows a low expression of ER, PR, and 

HER2, (5) Normal-like breast cancer which is similar to luminal A disease but with low expression 

of protein Ki-67 [6,7]. The regular therapy for BC in clinical practice includes radiotherapy, surgical 

ablation, hormone therapy, and chemotherapy that is usually followed by severe side effects. The 

hormone therapies of BC are mainly established based on the expression of two primary tumor-

associated antigens—hormone receptor and epidermal receptor 2. The prevalence, prognosis, and 

therapeutic options of breast cancers are shown in Table 1 [8]. 
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Table 1. Prevalence, prognosis, and therapeutic options for the breast cancer subtypes [8] 

 

 Hormone Receptor (HR) +/HER2− HER2+ (HR+ or HR−) Triple-Negative 

Pathological 

definition 

≥1% of tumor cells stain positive for 

estrogen receptor or progesterone 

receptor proteins 

Tumor cells stain strongly 

(3+) for Her2 protein or 

Her2 gene is amplified in 

tumor cells. Approximately 

half of ERBB2+ tumors are 

also HR+ 

Tumor does not meet 

any pathologic criteria 

for positivity of estrogen 

receptor, progesterone 

receptor, or HER2 

Molecular 

pathogenesis 

Estrogen receptor α (a steroid 

hormone receptor) activates 

oncogenic growth pathways 

The oncogene HER2, 

encoding HER2 receptor 

tyrosine kinase from the 

epidermal growth factor 

receptor family, is 

overactive 

Unknown (likely 

various) 

Percentage of 

breast cancer 

cases, % 

70% 15-20% 15% 

Prognosis  

Stage I (5-year 

breast cancer–

specific survival) 

≥99% ≥94% ≥85% 

Metastatic (media 

overall 

survival) 

 

4-5 Year 5 Year 10-13 Months 
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Table 1. Continued 

 Hormone Receptor (HR) +/HER2− HER2+ (HR+ or HR−) Triple-Negative 

Typical systemic 

therapies for 

Endocrine therapy (all patients): Chemotherapy plus Her2-

targeted 

Chemotherapy (all 

patients): 

nonmetastatic 

disease 

• Tamoxifen, letrozole, anastrozole, 

or exemestane 

therapy (all patients): 

• Paclitaxel/trastuzumab 

(TH) 

• AC 

• AC-T 

(Agents, route, 

and duration) 

• Oral therapy 

• 5-10 year 

• Adriamycin/cyclophosph

amide/ 

paclitaxel/trastuzumab 

• TC 

• Intravenous therapy 

 • Chemotherapy (some patients): 

• Adriamycin/cyclophosphamide 

(AC) 

± pertuzumab (AC-TH±P) 

• Docetaxel/carboplatin/tr

astuzumab 

• 12-20 week 

 • Adriamycin/cyclophosphamide/ ± pertuzumab (TCH±P)  

 paclitaxel (AC-T) 

• Docetaxel/cyclophosphamide (TC)

• Intravenous therapy 

• 12-20 week of 

chemotherapy; 

 

 • Intravenous therapy 

• 12-20 week 

1 year of Her2-targeted 

therapy 

• Endocrine therapy (if 

also 

 

  hormone receptor positive) 

• Tamoxifen, letrozole, 

 

  anastrozole, or 

exemestane 

• Oral therapy 

 

  • 5-10 years  
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1.2 Breast Cancer Immunotherapy 

Despite significant progress in diagnosis and treatment in recent years, BC remains a huge 

potential threat to women's wellness. Therefore, developing novel approaches is urgent and 

essential, especially for the TNBC which in the absence of therapeutic targets (Hormone and 

Epidermal Receptors), is not curable with poor response rates and short median overall survival. 

The only treatment option is chemotherapy [9-11]. Great progress was made in immunotherapy of 

cancer has been achieved outstanding achievements during the last 20 years, which aims to 

increase both proliferation and activity of the immune effector cells to increase the production of 

cytokines or chemokines [12]. The immune system is crucial in the development of BC, including 

recognizing and eradicating tumor cells [13]. The clinical research data in recent years indicate so 

far that the immune system plays a vital role in determining both responses to standard therapies 

and long-term survival in patients with breast cancer [14].  

Immune checkpoint molecules are regulators of the immune response against pathogen infections, 

prevent autoimmunity, transplantations, and tumor immune evasions [15]. The full activation of T 

cells in the immune system is dependent on two different signals. Cell-to-cell interactions trigger 

signal one through the antigenic peptide/major histocompatibility complex (MHC) present on the 

surface of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) binds to the T cell receptor (TCR). Signal two is 

dependent on the immune checkpoint molecules, including the co-stimulators and co-inhibitors [16, 

17]. Immune checkpoint inhibitors/agonists and tumor antigen vaccines are the two main innovative 

strategies for BC immunotherapy so far. Both these therapies are aimed at immunoediting the tumor 

microenvironment [18]. Moreover, immune cells (such as CD4+ T helper cells, CD8+ cytotoxic T 

cells, and natural killer T cells) stimulation aims at the removal of tumor cells by regulating the 

expression of cytokines or chemokines, is currently being tested as well [19]. 
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1.2.1 The role of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors in breast cancer treatment 

Immune checkpoint inhibitors have been tested in the early and advanced stage of BC patients in 

clinical trials, particularly in the TNBC subtype. These treatments show promising results in 

monotherapy and in combination therapy with chemotherapy [20]. Over the years, monoclonal 

antibodies (mAbs), mainly specific to the immune checkpoint PD-1, PD-L1 and CTLA-4, have 

achieved great success in cancer therapy (including BC) [21, 22]. PD-1 is a transmembrane 

receptor expressed by immune cells [23, 24] and induces a robust inhibitory signal to T-cells after 

binding to PD-L1 and PD-L2 ligands, resulting in exhaustion of T cells during the effector phase of 

the immune response (Figure.3) [25-27]. Therefore, blocking the interaction of PD-1 with its ligands 

could greatly help activation of effector T cells for cancer therapy. Humanized anti-PD-1 mAbs 

(pembrolizumab) and anti-PD-L1 mAbs (atezolizumab, avelumab) were approved for the treatment 

of metastatic TNBC by FDA in 2020 [28]. CTLA-4 (Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte- associated protein 4/ 

cluster of differentiation 152, CD152) is the first discovered inhibitory receptor predominantly 

expressed in intracellular FoxP3+ Treg cells or in activated conventional T cells and absent in naïve 

conventional T cells [29-31]. However, a small percentage of CTLA-4 protein is still expressed on 

the plasma membrane that will be upregulated shortly after T-cell activation [32]. The CTLA-4 

protein on the T cell surface could bind CD80/CD86 and provide negative feedback to T cell 

activation (Figure.4) [33]. Two humanized anti-CTLA-4 mAbs (tremelimumab and ipilimumab) 

specific for BC treatment are in clinical investigation [34, 35]. 
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Figure 3.Role of PD-1/PD-L1 or PD-1/PD-L2 in the tumor microenvironment [27]. 

 

 

Figure 4. Role of CD80/86 and CTLA-4 receptors in T cell inactivation [33]. 
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1.2.2 Role of Cytokines and Chemokines in breast cancer therapy 

Cytokines and chemokines are proteins secreted by immune cells which play critical roles in 

modulating the tumor microenvironment by recruiting and activating specific subsets of immune 

cells [36, 37]. Preclinical models and early-stage clinical trials have achieved great success by 

interfering with some of the cytokine or chemokine expression in the immune system [38, 39]. In 

addition, several cytokines and chemokines do limit the growth of tumor cells by directly affecting 

cell proliferation and apoptosis [40, 41]. Chemokines are low molecular weight secretory proteins 

with four cysteine residues in the conserved structure positions, which could be divided into four 

subgroups-CXC, CC, CX3C, and C [42, 43]. The chemokine and chemokine receptor signaling 

pathway plays an intricate role in oncogenesis, in development, and maintaining the inflammatory 

in breast cancer's microenvironment. Some clinical results show that some chemokines' high 

expression is significantly related to the growth of BC cells [44, 45]. For instance, the complex of 

CXCR4 and its receptor CXCL12 promote the growth, invasion, and metastases of the BC cells 

[46, 47]. Furthermore, drugs targeting chemokine or chemokine receptors have been tested in the 

clinic for BC treatment Table 2 [48]. 
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Table 2. Drug studies targeting chemokines/chemokine receptors in breast cancer [48] 

 

Abbreviation: MDSCs, myeloid-derived suppressor cells 

 

Cytokines are highly inducible, soluble glycoproteins secreted by specific immune cells with a 

molecular weights average below 30 KDa [49]. It can bind to the cell membrane to activate the 

intercellular signaling, further regulating the homeostasis of the immune system, including 

proliferation, differentiation, inflammation, and anti-inflammatory response. Based on the role of the 

immune response or target cells and primary functions, cytokines could be classified into different 

categories Table 3 and 4 [50]. As mentioned before, some cytokines have a direct effect on tumor 

cell growth. For example, interferon-alpha (IFN-α), which was first discovered because of its 

antiviral properties in 1957, has the ability to inhibit the B16F10 cell growth in vitro [51, 52]. On the 

other hand, cytokines could (against tumor cells) indirectly induce the anti-tumor effects of immune 

cells. That is the primary mechanism for cytokine-based immunotherapy in cancer treatment. 

Although there are limitations for most cytokines used in clinical trials as monotherapy due to its 

double and conflicting role in carcinogenesis, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 

Receptor Drug Response 

CCR2 CCX9588 + anti-PD-L1 
Reduce the number of MDSCs and inhibit growth and inhibit 

lung metastasis 

CCR5 Maraviroc Inhibit bone metastasis 

CCL2 CNTO888+radiotherapy Promote angiogenesis and metastasis 

CXCR2 CXCR2−/− + PTX Reduce growth, angiogenesis, and inhibit lung metastasis 

CXCR4 

Reparixin + PTX Reduce the number of MDSCs and inhibit metastasis 

Balixafortide + Eribulin Inhibit metastasis 

GST-NT2 1MP 
Decrease growth, adhesion, migration, and reduce 

metastasis 

AMD3465 Inhibit growth and metastasis 

CXCL12-

CXCR7 
LYG202 Inhibit activation of endothelial cells and angiogenesis 
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IFN-α and IL-2 to treat several malignant cancers with mild clinical outcomes. IFN-α was approved 

for the treatment of stage III melanoma and non-Hodgkin lymphoma [53, 54], while high-dose IL-2 

was approved for the treatment of metastatic melanoma and advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC)3 

[55,56]. However, the role of cytokines in breast cancer therapy is still under investigation. For 

example, overexpression of IL-6 and IL-8 increased the resistance of MCF-7 cells to the 

chemotherapeutic drug treatments, anti-IL-6 and IL-8 antibodies significantly enhanced the anti-

tumor sensitivity drugs in the MCF-7 cells [57]. Meanwhile, antibodies block the interaction of IL-6, 

and its receptor decreases the cancer stem cell (CSC) population, limiting the growth and 

metastasis of breast tumor cells [58]. Blocking TGF-ß signaling with inhibitors or antibodies 

prevents tumor cell growth and metastases as well [59, 60]. Moreover, anti-IL-20 nano-antibody 

also shows great therapeutic potential for breast cancer treatment [61]. However, IFNs (IFN-α, IFN-

β, and IFN-γ) monotherapy and combination therapies showed no significant difference in clinical 

outcomes compared with conventional treatment [62]. IL-2 has been used to treat advanced breast 

cancer as well, which I will discuss in the next section separately. 
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Table 3. Classification of cytokines by immune response [50] 

 Family Members 

Adaptive 

immunity 

Common γ chain receptor ligands IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15, IL-21 

Common β chain (CD131) receptor ligands IL-3, IL-5, GM-CSF 

Shared IL-2β chain (CD122) IL-2, IL-15 

Shared receptors IL-13 (IL-13R–IL-4R complex) 

Pro-inflammatory 

signalling 

IL-1 IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-1ra, IL-18, IL-33, IL-36α, IL-

36β, IL-36γ, IL-36Ra, IL-37 and IL- 

1Hy2 

IL-6 IL-6, IL-11, IL-31, CNTF, CT-1, LIF, 

OPN, OSM 

TNFα TNFα, TNFβ, BAFF, APRIL 

IL-17 IL-17A-F, IL-25 (IL-17E) 

Type I IFN IFNα, IFNβ, IFNω, IFNκ, Limitin 

Type II IFN IFNγ 

Type III IFN IFNλ1 (IL-29), IFNλ2 (IL-28A), IFNλ3 (IL- 

28B) 

Anti-

inflammatory 

signalling 

IL-12 IL-12, IL-23, IL-27, IL-35 

IL-10 IL-10, IL-19, IL-20, IL-22, IL-24, IL-26, IL-

28, IL-29 
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Table 4. Classification of cytokines by the target cells and by the primary functions [50] 

 Cytokine Main sources Target cell Major function 

Interleukins IL-1 Macrophages, B 

cells, DCs 

B cells, NK cells, T-

cells 

Pyrogenic, pro-inflammatory, 

proliferation and differentiation, 

BM cell proliferation 

IL-2 T cells Activated T and B cells, 

NK Cells 

Proliferation and activation 

IL-3 T cells, NK cells Stem cells Hematopoietic precursor 

proliferation and differentiation 

IL-4 Th cells B cells, T 

cells, 

macrophages 

Proliferation of B and cytotoxic T 

cells, enhances MHC class II 

expression, stimulates IgG and 

IgE production 

IL-5 Th cells Eosinophils, B-cells Proliferation and maturation, 

stimulates IgA and IgM production 

IL-6 Th cells, 

macrophages, 

fibroblasts 

Activated B-

cells, plasma 

cells 

Differentiation into plasma 

cells, IgG production 

IL-7 BM stromal cells, 

epithelial cells 

Stem cells B and T cell growth factor 

IL-8 Macrophages Neutrophils Chemotaxis, pro-inflammatory 

IL-9 T cell T cell Growth and proliferation 

IL-10 T cell B cells, macrophages Inhibits cytokine production 

and mononuclear cell 

function, anti-inflammatory 

IL-11 BM stromal cells B cells Differentiation, induces acute 

phase proteins 

IL-12 T cells NK cells Activates NK cells 
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Table 4. Continued 

 Cytokine Main sources Target cell Major function 

Tumor 

necrosis 

factors 

TNF-α Macrophages, 

Monocytes 

Macrophages, 

Tumor cells 

Phagocyte cell activation, 

endotoxic shock, Tumor 

cytotoxicity, cachexia 

TNF-β T-cells Phagocytes, tumor 

cells 

Chemotactic, phagocytosis, 

oncostatic, induces other 

cytokines 

Interferons IFN-α Leukocytes Various Anti-viral 

IFN-β Fibroblasts Various Anti-viral, anti-proliferative 

IFN-γ T-cells Various Anti-viral, macrophage activation, 

increases neutrophil and 

monocyte function, MHC-I 

and -II expression on cells 

Colony 

stimulating factors

G-CSF Fibroblasts, 

endothelium 

Stem cells in BM Granulocyte production 

GM-CSF T cells, 

macrophages, 

fibroblasts 

Stem cells Granulocyte, monocyte, 

eosinophil production 

M-CSF Fibroblast, 

endothelium 

Stem cells Monocyte production and 

activation 

Erythropoietin Endothelium Stem cells Red blood cell production 

Others TGF-β T cells and B cells Activated T and B 

cells 

Inhibit T and B cell proliferation, 

inhibit haematopoiesis, 

promote wound healing 

Abbreviations: BM, bone marrow; DCs, dendritic cells; G-CSF, granulocyte-colony stimulating factors; M-CSF, 

macrophage colony stimulating factor; Th, T helper cells. 
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1.3 Interleukin-2 (IL-2) 

Interleukin-2 (IL-2) is a glycosylated protein with around 15 kDa molecular weight secreted by 

activated T cells and comprised of four alpha-helix bundles, belong to a cytokine family in the 

immune system [63,64]. It plays an essential role in the growth and differentiation of immune cells, 

especially in that of T cells, B cells, natural killer cells [65]. IL-2Rα (CD25) is the low affinity 

monomeric IL-2 receptor that exists in a membrane-bound and in a soluble form. However, the IL-

2/CD25 complex alone is unable to induce the downstream signaling events [66]. The dimeric IL-2 

receptor is comprised of IL-2Rβ (CD122) and IL-2Rγ (CD132) subunits with an intermediate affinity 

for IL-2 binding. The highest affinity trimeric IL-2 receptor comprises CD25, CD122, and CD132 

subunits [67, 68]. In contrast to the monomeric IL-2 receptor, both the dimeric and trimeric receptors 

could initiate the downstream signal transduction. The CD122 and CD132 subunits are recruited 

after IL-2 binding to the CD25 subunit, and then subsequent signaling including the 

phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) AKT, STAT5, and MAPK pathway will be activated [Figure 5] [69]. 

These three pathways mediate the cell differentiation, proliferation, activation, survival, and 

cytokine production of the immune cells through the expression of the IL-2. 

Figure 5. Components of the signaling pathway trigged by IL-2 [69] 
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1.3.1 Role of IL-2 in cancer therapy 

IL-2 was the first cytokine which was successful in applied in cancer treatment. The acceptance of 

IL-2 in the clinics was not only able to promote the proliferation, differentiation, and activation of T 

cells and NK cells. Moshe Z. Papa et al. [70] demonstrated the administration of IL-2 in murine 

models could increase the activity of lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells in vivo. This study 

opened the door for IL-2 as a therapeutic agent in cancer treatment. The first clinical trial of IL-2 

therapy was carried in 1985 and demonstrated that IL-2 was capable of mediating tumor regression 

in human cancer patients [71]. However, the main challenge of IL-2 in the development of cancer 

immunotherapy was that it affects both CD8+ T cells and CD4+Foxp3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs). 

Meaning that it plays a dual role in the immune system as an immunostimulant and 

immunosuppressive agent. Conversely, IL-2 therapy for autoimmune diseases requires Treg 

activation, without stimulation of effector T cells. The CD8+ T cells and NK (T) cells are immune 

cell populations that can boost the immune system and express the dimeric receptor with low affinity 

to IL-2, resulting in a high concentration of IL-2 required for their activation and proliferation [72]. 

After activation, the naïve cells are differentiated into either effector or memory T cells which 

express high-affinity trimeric IL-2R [73]. Moreover, IL-2 driven T cells differentiation depends on the 

strength and duration of the IL-2 signal. While the Tregs, which enable to dampen immune 

responses, express the trimeric receptors, with a high affinity for the IL-2 [74]. The Tregs normally 

have high-affinity IL-2 receptors can be promoted by a low level of IL-2 to create a more effectively 

corresponding response [75]. Due to this effect, the low-dose (LD) IL-2 could preferentially induce 

and activate the CD4+Foxp3+ Tregs in vivo, strengthening the immunosuppressive functions of 

Tregs [76, 77]. Therefore, IL-2 administration is dose-dependent for immunotherapy. After some 

subsequent studies, FDA approved high-dose (HD) IL-2 to treat patients with renal cell carcinoma 

in 1992 and stage IV (metastatic) melanoma in 1998 [78]. Although HD IL-2 monotherapy showed 

promising results in metastatic melanoma and in renal cell carcinoma patient treatment, still not the 

most optimal and standard treatment for cancers due to the insufficient response of patients 

regarding overall survival and severe toxicity. Thus, the investigation of IL-2 in cancer therapy still 

needs to be continued, especially the combination treatment with other methods. 
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1.3.2 Cancer treatment with combination of IL-2 and peptide vaccines 

Many combination therapies of IL-2 with other agents have been extensively investigated in the 

clinic in the past two decades. One of the most promising treatment strategies is IL- 2 combined 

with peptide vaccines. Among others, IL-2 combined with immune checkpoint inhibitors or with other 

cell-based immunotherapy is interesting [79]. As mentioned before, the activation and proliferation 

of CD4+/CD8+ T cells could be induced by the administration of HD IL-2 in vivo. Therefore, IL-2 

could have a synergistic effect with cancer peptide vaccines in treating tumors [80]. In a phase II 

trial, Smith et al. [81] demonstrated that HD IL-2 plus the gp100 peptide vaccine in fact had a higher 

response rate than IL-2 monotherapy in patients with metastatic melanoma. In this trial, the overall 

objective response rate of patients receiving IL-2 alone was 13% lower than the patients who 

received IL-2 with gp100 peptide vaccine was 16%. The subsequent phase III trial further illustrated 

that IL-2 plus gp100 peptide vaccine treatment not only had a higher overall clinical response than 

IL-2 alone (16% vs. 6%) but also showed on prolonged in the progression-free survival (median 2.2 

vs. 1.6 mo; p=0.008) and in overall survival (median 17.8 vs. 11.1 mo; p=0.06) compared with the 

IL-2 monotherapy group in the patients with advanced melanoma [82]. These two studies confirmed 

that the addition of IL-2 could enhance the effect of peptide vaccine therapy in melanoma treatment. 

Recently, Hussein Sultan et al. [83] proved that the sustained persistence of IL-2 signals expands 

the population of peptide-specific CD8+ T cells and prevents PD-1 inhibition of the effector cells. 

This excellent research pointed to the mechanism of the potential of IL-2 and peptide vaccine 

combination therapy. 
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1.3.3 Breast cancer therapy with IL-2 

IL-2 monotherapy was unsuccessful in breast cancer treatment due to the low efficiency and high 

toxicity, similarly to other cancers mentioned before. Therefore, new therapeutic methods to 

enhance the effectiveness of IL-2 against breast cancer are needed to continue to be investigated. 

In a pilot study, Tanya Repka et al. [84] reported that combination therapy of trastuzumab and IL-2 

did induce a partial response in patients with her2-overexpressing metastatic breast cancer. Jessica 

Marlind et al. [85] constructed a fusion protein (F16-IL2) composing the human IL-2 fused to human 

antibody fragment scFv (F16), which significantly reduced the growth of breast tumors compared 

with the recombinant IL-2 therapy alone.  

 

1.4 Tumor antigen/peptide vaccines in breast cancer therapy 

1.4.1 Tumor-associated peptides in Breast cancer 

It was demonstrated that tumor antigens could elicit autologous immune response involving CD4+ 

T-helper cells, CD8+ cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs), and antibodies secreted by B cells against 

the cancer cells. Generally, the CTLs induced tumor antigen-related peptides play an important role 

in cancer immunotherapy. Tumor-Associated Antigens (TAAs) are predominantly self-proteins 

aberrantly overexpressed in tumors but are also expressed at lower levels in healthy tissues and 

non-cancerous cells [86]. Thus, epitopes derived from TAAs could be good sources of peptide 

vaccines for cancer treatment. There are three main types of TAAs: (i) Tissue differentiation 

antigens are usually only found at particular phases of differentiation of tissues. For example, NY-

BR-1 is a differentiation antigen of the mammary gland, which can be recognized by CTL clones 

[87]. (ii) Cancer-Testis (CT) antigens which are ordinarily silent in healthy adult tissues while 

activated in tumor cells [88,89]. (iii) Self-antigens are expressed at low levels in normal tissues but 

over-expressed in tumors, which can reach the threshold for T cell recognition to break the 

immunological tolerance. Moreover, the tumor cells always express unique antigens, mutated in 

cancer cells which are also called neo-antigens or tumor-specific antigens (TSAs) [90]. Breast 

tumor-associated antigens are one of the most wildly investigated antigens Table 5 [91] 
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Table 5. Breast tumor-associated antigens [91] 

Peptide antigen Source of peptide 

Differentiation antigens  

NY-BR-1 Serologically defined breast cancer antigen 1 

WT1 Wilm’s tumor suppressor gene 1 

Cancer/testis antigens  

MAGE Melanoma-associated antigen 

GAGE G antigen 

BAGE B antigen 

XAGE X antigen 

NY-ESO-1 New York esophagus antigen 1 

Survivin Inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family 

hTERT Human telomerase reverse transcriptase 

Antigens overexpressed in tumors  

HER2 Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 

MUC1 Hypoglycosylated in adenocarcinomas 

p53 Tumor suppressor protein 

CEA Carcinoembryonic antigen 

Sialyl Tn Carbohydrate associated with the MUC-1 aberrant 

mucin 

Mutanome antigens  

Patient-specific (‘private epitopes’) Based on tumor exome sequencing 
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1.4.2 Tumor peptide vaccines in breast cancer 

A peptide-based tumor vaccine is an agent that can elicit tumor antigen-specific immune response 

for cancer therapy or prevention [92]. Tumor cells could be recognized and directly killed by 

activated CD8+ or CD4+ T cells in the immune system after the tumor antigens are processed and 

presented by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) through MHC class I (for CD8+ T cells) and MHC 

class II (for CD4+ T cells) molecules (Figures 6,7) [93,94]. BC is traditionally regarded as a low 

immunogenic cancer which means a lack of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes in the tumor 

microenvironment (non-inflamed tumor) [95,96]. However, some new studies in recent years are 

convincing that BC can be divided into “inflamed” tumors and “non-inflamed” tumors according to 

the different molecular subtypes [97, 98]. For example, Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) could 

be viewed as the most “inflamed” breast cancer subtype. So far, the peptide-based vaccine is one 

of the most common research therapy strategies for breast cancer because of its efficiency, and 

dozens of breast cancer antigens have been defined [99]. Breast cancer peptide-based vaccines 

are currently tested to avoid relapse in patients at high risk, despite having a good response with 

standard therapy. Some clinical results suggest that peptides-based vaccines are a promising 

approach for BC therapy, although it is at an early stage [100]. To date, the antigens of peptide-

vaccines for BC mainly belong to tumor-associated antigens (TAAS). H2NVAC is a multi-epitope 

HER2 peptide vaccine that can induce a T cell-mediated immune response against Her2-

overexpressing Ductal Breast Carcinoma in Situ [101]. The multi-epitope folate receptor alpha 

(FRa) peptide vaccine has been proven safe as an agent in cancer treatment and promising in 

combination with GM-CSF and cyclophosphamide for treating patients with Triple-Negative Breast 

Cancer [102]. The AE37 peptide vaccine is a vaccine containing the fusion protein of Ii-Key hybrid 

of the MHC class II peptide (LRMK) and AE36 (HER2 aa: 776–790) [103]. The phase II clinical trial 

with AE37 peptide and Pembrolizumab combination therapy for Triple-negative Breast Cancer is 

ongoing [104]. 
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Figure 6. Overview of CD8+ Cytotoxic T cell tasks in antitumor immunity [93]. 

  

Figure 7. Overview of CD4+ T helper cell tasks in antitumor immunity [94]. 
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1.4.3 Background information on MuLVgp70 protein, on AH1 peptide and on AH1-A5 peptide  

Murine leukemia virus (MuLV), which can induce leukemia in mice, is one of the first discovered 

mammalian retroviruses found in the 1950s and is one of the simplest retroviruses due to its minimal 

coding capacity [105,106]. Gp70 is a MuLV endogenous viral envelope glycoprotein that is silent in 

normal tissues and located at many different sites in the mouse genome. However, gp70 can be 

reactivated in cancer cell lines like B16 and CT26 [107]. Francesca Scrimieri et al. [108] 

demonstrated gp70 expressed in many murine tumor cell lines with different levels using the 

quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) assays (Table 6). Although Gp70 is highly expressed in 

some murine tumors, and it is expressed lower in normal adult tissues [109]. Thus, gp70 could be 

an optimal antigen source for the peptide vaccine in mouse tumor models. AH1 (SPSYVYHQF) 

peptide is a linear epitope derived from MuLV Gp70 amino acids 423–431 and presented by the 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I Ld molecule (H2-Ld) [110]. Multiple studies 

demonstrated AH1 peptide was able to inhibit the growth of CT26 murine colorectal carcinoma in 

the mouse model [111-113]. Furthermore, some studies showed AH1 specific CD8+ T cells could 

induce the apoptosis of the 4T1 mammary cell line in vitro [114]. AH1-A5 (SPSYAYHQF) peptide 

is an AH1 peptide variant that has a mutant amino acid in position 5 of the AH1 peptide (Val to Ala) 

[115]. Although AH1-A5 has similar MHC binding affinities with AH1 peptide, H-2Ld-AH1-A5 

complex binds TCR with higher affinity than H-2Ld-AH1; meanwhile, AH1-A5 peptide could not only 

improve cytolytic activity mediated by an AH1-Specific T Cell Clone in vitro but also improve T cell 

immunity to AH1 peptide and CT26 tumor in vivo [116]. 
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Table 6. Gp70 mRNA expression levels in various murine tumor cell lines analyzed by RT-qPCR assays [108] 

Cell Line Type Origin Mean* SD* 

ALL302 Leukemia  33.81 0.05 

4T07 Breast cancer Breast 16.47 0.09 

4T1 Breast cancer Breast 16.26 0.15 

67NR Breast cancer Breast 14.79 0.14 

A17 Cervical cancer Cervix 27.14 0.16 

B16 F0 Melanoma Skin 16.00 0.07 

B16 F10 Melanoma Skin 15.49 0.14 

CT26 Colon carcinoma Colon 15.35 0.01 

EL4 Lymphoma T lymphocyte 24.23 0.07 

ICN1               T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia Thymocytes 25.15 0.12 

K7 Osteosarcoma Bone 14.24 0.09 

K7M2 Osteosarcoma Bone 14.49 0.03 

MM1 Medulloblastoma Cerebellum 28.16 0.12 

NBL 947.4 Neuroblastoma Neural crest 33.00 0.23 

NBL 975A2 Neuroblastoma Neural crest 27.24 0.25 

NIH-3T3 Fibroblast Embryo n.d. 19 

P0 Cervical cancer Cervix 29.49 0.17 

P815 Mastocytoma Mast Cell 18.55 0.07 

RMS 76–9 Rhabdomyosarcoma Muscle 14.07 0.16 

RMS M3–9-M Rhabdomyosarcoma Muscle 18.17 0.03 

*n = 3; n.d., non-detectable. 

 

1.4.4 Background information on SPARC protein and peptides derived from SPARC protein 

SPARC (Secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine), also known as osteonectin, basement-

membrane-40, or BM-40, is a non-structural extracellular matricellular glycoprotein secreted by 

endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and cardiomyocytes [117,118]. Although SPARC is often considered 

a secrete protein, it is also expressed on the basement membrane and cytoplasm [119,120]. The 
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function of SPARC is regulating extracellular matrix (ECM) reorganization, cell adhesion, and 

proliferation in the tissue [121]. Therefore, SPARC may play a crucial role in cancer development 

and metastasis. Furthermore, SPARC is always associated with highly aggressive tumors like 

melanomas and gliomas [122,123]. Meanwhile, SPARC may function as a tumor suppressor in 

some other cancer types, such as ovarian, neuroblastomas, and colorectal cancers [124]. Breast 

cancer has been identified with a high-level expression of SPARC and is considered as a marker 

of poor prognosis and recurrence [125,126]. However, the roles of SPARC in breast cancer were 

reported with contradictory results. Wong and colleagues revealed that loss of SPARC had no 

significant effects on tumor initiation, progression, angiogenesis, or metastasis in murine mammary 

tumor models [127]. Overexpression of SPARC in MDA-231 cells does not increase cell 

proliferation, apoptosis, migration, and aggregation [128]. In contrast, SPARC overexpression in 

4T1 cells by retroviral vectors reduced tumor growth and metastasis [129]. Yoshiaki Ikuta et al. 

[130] identified two peptides from BALB/c mouse SPARC protein which belong to H2-Kd-restricted 

cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes Table 7. In addition, they reported that peptides DYIGPCKYI 

and MYIFPVHWQF could induce epitope-specific CTL reactions in BALB/c mice without causing 

autoimmune diseases [130]. Furthermore, Mitsuhiro Inoue et al. [131] demonstrated that cytotoxic 

T lymphocytes (CTLs) from the peripheral blood mononuclear cells stimulated by these two 

peptides in vitro exhibited cytotoxicity specific to cancer cells expressing both SPARC and HLA-

A24 (A*2402). These results paved the way for the epitopes derived from SPARC as potential 

cancer vaccines. 

Table 7. Peptides derived from mouse SPARC protein 

Source of peptides Position Peptide sequence T cell Specificity Mouse Haplotype Mouse Strains TAA 

S1 SPARC 143–151 DYIGPCKYI CD8+ H2-Kd BALB/c Yes 

S2 SPARC 225–234 MYIFPVHWQF CD8+ H2-Kd BALB/c Yes 
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1.5 Oncolytic Vaccinia Virus Strains 

1.5.1 Overview of Oncolytic Viruses 

Viruses employed as first cancer therapeutic agents in clinical trials began in 1949, 22 patients 

suffering from Hodgkin’s disease were treated by administering the hepatitis B virus [132]. In 1952, 

Southam and Moore using Egypt 101 virus treated 34 patients with advanced unresponsive 

neoplastic disease, four patients showed successful tumor regression [133]. After these early 

clinical studies, many different human viruses were applied in the clinic for cancer treatment during 

the next few decades. Meanwhile, the concept of oncolytic virotherapy was becoming more and 

more popular as a promising therapeutic approach. Oncolytic viruses (OVs) are genetically 

engineered or wild-type viruses that can enter replicate in tumor cells and lyse tumor cells without 

or with limited harm to the healthy cells and the normal tissues.  Over the past 20 years, OVs have 

gradually come at the forefront of research in cancer therapy. Oncorine (H101) was the first 

oncolytic virus applied in clinical tumor therapies in human history. It was approved by China Food 

and Drug Administration Department (CFDA) to treat nasopharyngeal carcinoma in combination 

with chemotherapy in 2005 [134-136]. In 2015, the US-FDA approved T-VEC (A genetically 

engineered Herpes Simplex Virus-Talimogene, Laherparepve, an HSV- based oncolytic virus) for 

different types of cancer treatment [137]. Moreover, several viruses are currently under 

investigation and are undergoing clinical trials as oncolytic viral vectors to treat various types of 

advanced cancers Table 8 [138]. 
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Table 8. Oncolytic viruses in clinical trials [138,139]. 

Cancer type Expressed 

therapeutic 

molecule 

Type of viral vector and 

combination therapy 

Response 

Brain IL12 HSV-1 Phase I design 

 None HSV-1 G207+ radiation Phase I safety 

 None HSV-1 G207 Phase IB, anti-tumor activity 

 None HSV-1 G47δ Fast-track approval 

 None NDV Ulster Long-term survival in patients 

Bladder GM-CSF Ad Good tolerance, anti-tumor activity 

 GM-CSF Ad Close to approval 

 None VV Safe delivery in Phase I 

Head and neck None NDV73T Improved survival rate in patients 

 None VV GL-ONop Improved survival in patients 

 p53 Ad Approved drug 

 p53 Ad E1B55K deletion Approved drug 

 None Reolysin (Reovirus) + 

paclitaxel/CPlat 

No toxicity in Phase I/II 

 None Pelareorep (Reovirus) Close to drug approval 

Kidney IL12 SFV + liposomes, PEG Tumor targeting, clinical safety 

 None NDV PV701 Objective responses in Phase I 

 GM-CSF VV-JX594 Phase I evaluation 

Liver GM-CSF VV-JX594 Close to drug approval 

Melanoma IL12 SFV + liposomes, PEG Tumor targeting, clinical safety 

 None NDV73T Improved survival in patients 

 GM-CSF HSV1 Approved drug 

 None Reolysin (Reovirus) Safe delivery, Phase II 

 None CVA21 Anti-tumor activity in Phase I/II 

 None CVA21 Immuno-response in Phase II 

 None CVA21+ pembrolizumab Response in Phase IB 
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Table 8 continued 

Cancer type Expressed 

therapeutic 

molecule 

Type of viral vector and 

combination therapy 

Response 

Pancreatic None Reolysin (Reovirus) + 

paclitaxel/CPlat 

Safe delivery, Phase II 

Prostate None AAV-CG7870 Decreased serum PSA in Phase I 

 CD/HSV-TK Adenovirus Decreased serum PSA in Phase I 

 PSMA VEE Neutralizing antibodies in Phase I 

 None Pelareorep (Reovirus) Repeated delivery in Phase I 

 Prostate-specific 

antigen (PSA) 

VV Immuno-response in Phase I 

Ovarian Cancer None VV, GL-ONC1 Entering phase III clinical trial 

 

Abbreviations: Ad, adenovirus; CD, cytosine deaminase; CPlat, carboplatin; CV, Coxsackie virus; GM-CSF, 

granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; HSV-TK, herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase; NDV, Newcastle 

disease virus; PEG, polyethylene glycol; PSMA, prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSA, PS antigen; SFV, 

SemlikiForest virus; VEE, Venezuelan equine encephalitis; VV, vaccinia virus 
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1.5.2 Overview of vaccinia virus 

Vaccinia virus (VACV) is an enveloped double-stranded DNA virus with a broad host range and 

belongs to the member of the Poxviridae family [140]. VACV has approximately 200 Kbp length of 

genome, which encodes around 250 proteins. The gene transcription of VACV can be classified in 

real-time in three consecutive stages: early, intermediate and late. Each stage has specific 

promoters and transcription factors [141]. VACV was employed as a smallpox vaccine and has 

been widely researched for decades, which led to the eradication of the variola virus (the human 

poxvirus) in the late 1970s, which is the first deracinated virus in human history [142]. The entire 

life cycle of VACV occurs and is complete within the cytoplasm of infected cells. After the viral 

particle enters into the host cells through virion fusion with the cell membrane, VACV forms four 

different types of virions [143]: intracellular mature virus (IMV) particles are first assembled virions 

in the cytoplasmic virus factories, which is the place initiate the replication of the VACV DNA, and 

each factory begins as a single viral infecting particle [144]; intracellular enveloped virus (IEV) 

derived from IMV, and are wrapped by a double layer of endosomes and trans-Golgi network (TGN) 

membrane; cell-associated enveloped virus (CEV) was viral particles fused with the cell plasma 

membrane; extracellular enveloped virus (EEV) is the formation of virus released from the infected 

cells and mediates the long-range dissemination of virus in vitro and probably in vivo Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Overview of the VACV life cycle 
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1.5.3 Vaccinia virus as an oncolytic agent 

VACV is one of the most promising oncolytic viruses. Different isolations have been extensively 

used as oncolytic vectors for cancer therapies due to their inherent features of natural tumor 

tropism, lyse tumor cells, and spread through tumor tissue as well as active anti-tumor immunologic 

reactions [145,146]. VACV holds excellent promise as an oncolytic agent mainly because of its 

safety, large foreign DNA size carrying capacity (up to 25 kb), and natural oncolytic capability [147-

150]. Furthermore, VACV is one of the safest viruses the viral genome cannot integrate into the 

host cell genome and possesses an excellent safety record as a vaccine for eradicating smallpox 

disease in human history, as described above. VACV provides a large transgene addition capacity 

and carries multiple genomic insertion locations without reducing the viral replication. Meanwhile, 

the methods of genetic modification of VACV are simple, convenient, and well developed. 

Moreover, deleting specific VACV genes or inserting foreign genes could significantly improve the 

tumor selectivity based on the natural tumor tropism of the wild-type vector. 

 

1.6 Real-Time Fluorescence Imaging System-IncuCyte®S3 

IncuCyte®S3 is a live-cell imaging system developed by Bioscience. It can provide instant and real-

time cell distribution images from the different types of plates, which help derive physiologically 

relevant information about the cells, such as cell confluence or migration. Furthermore, based on 

these parameters, real-time kinetic data can be obtained [151]. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials and Equipment 

2.1.1 Equipment 

Name of the instrument Manufacturer 

Autoradiography films Fuji 

Axiovert 40 CFL Zeiss 

Biofuge fresco Heraeus 

Biofuge pico Heraeus 

BioPhotometer Eppendorf 

ChemiDoc XRS+ System BioRad 

Centrifuge 5424 R Eppendorf 

CO2-Incubator ICO150med Memmert/ Eppendorf 

EWJ 300-3 Kern 

Heracell 150i Thermofisher 

Herasafe KS 12 ThermoFisher 

L46 Power Mixer Labinco 

Mega Star 3.0R VWR 

Mini-Sub Cell GT BioRad 

Mastercycler X50s Eppendorf 

Mini Trans-Blot Cell BioRad 

Multi Casting chamber Bio-Rad 

Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System Bio-Rad 

Semi-Dry Blot apparatus  Peqlab 

Multichannel pipette Eppendorf 

PowerPac Basic BioRad 

Polymax 2040 Heidolph 
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Name of the instrument Manufacturer 

Recirculating chiller DLK 402 Fryka 

Rocking platform VWR 

450 Sonifier VWR Branson 

Sunrise Microplate reader Tecan 

Semi-Dry Blot apparatus Peqlab 

Cell Counting Slides BIO-RAD 

Thermomixer comfort  Eppendorf 

TC20 Automated Cell Counter BioRad 

UVette 220 - 1600 nm Eppendorf 

Vortex VX100 Labnet 

Water bath Fisher scientific 

IncuCyte®S3 Bioscience, Sartorius 

 

Software 

FreeCAD software for viral plaques counting; Graphpad Prism 8.0 for Statistical analyses; Flowjo, 

BD. 

Incucyte®S3 Software: (v2018B,https://www.essenbioscience.com/en/products/software/incucyte-

s3- software-v2018b/). 

 

2.1.2 Reagents 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium-high glucose (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, 

11965092), RPMI 1640 Media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, 31870082),Opti-

MEM™ I Reduced Serum Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 31985062), Fetal Bovine Serum 

(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, F4135),Penicillin Streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

15070063), TurboFectin8.0 (Origene, Rockville, MD, USA, TF81001),Hexadimethrine bromide 

(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, H9268-5G), Blasticidin solution (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA, USA, 
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ant-bl-05).Ultracel-100 regenerated cellulose membrane 15 mL sample volume (Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany, UFC910024), Nunc™ 50 mL conical sterile polypropylene centrifuge tubes (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, 339652), safe-lock protein oBind tubes (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany, 

925000090), 96-well plate (Corning, New York, NY, USA, 3596),Corning®1–200 µL universal fit 

pipette tips (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, CLS4860-960EA), cell scrapers (Cell treat, Pepperell, 

MA, USA, 229310), laboratory markers (Edding, Ahrensburg, Germany, 8015 F 0.75 m Black). 

DPBS (no calcium, no magnesium) (14190250, ThermoFisher); ACK Lysing Buffer (A1049201, 

ThermoFisher); Cell Staining Buffer (420201, BioLegend) 

 

Antibodies：Anti-Mouse IgG HRP produced in goat (Sigma-Aldrich, A4416); DyLight 649 Goat 

anti-mouse IgG (BioLegend, 405312); Monoclonal ANTI-FLAG M1 (Sigma Aldrich, F3040); 

Monoclonal ANTI-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich, F3165); anti-mouse SPARC antibody (R&D, AF942-

SP); APC anti-mouse CD279 (PD-1) Antibody (135210, biolegend); APC Rat IgG2a, κ Isotype Ctrl 

Antibody (400511, biolegend); APC anti-mouse CD3ε Antibody (100312, biolegend); APC 

Armenian Hamster IgG Isotype Ctrl Antibody (400911, biolegend); Alexa Fluor® 488 anti-mouse 

CD8a Antibody (100723, Biolegend); FITC Rat IgG2a, κ Isotype Ctrl Antibody (400505, Biolegend); 

FITC anti-mouse CD4 Antibody (100406, Biolegend); FITC Rat IgG2b, κ Isotype Ctrl Antibody 

(400605,Biolegend); Purified Rat Anti-Mouse CD16/CD32 (Mouse BD Fc Block™) Clone 2.4G2 

(RUO) (553141,BD) 

 

Self-made buffers and solutions： 

Coating buffer, pH 9.6                                                                               ECL solution buffer A 

8.4g NaHCO3                                                                                                 1mL           Luminol 

3.56g Na2CO3                                                                                               0.44mL       Coumaric acid 

Add ddH2O to final volume of 1.0L                                                   10mL    Tris-HCl 1M, pH 8.5, 

                                                                                                 Add ddH2O to final volume of 100 mL 
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ECL solution buffer B                                                                        PBS/T (0.1 %) 

64µL 30% hydrogen Peroxide                                         500mL PBS 

10 mL Tris-HCl 1M, pH 8.5,                                               0.5mL Tween 20                                                                                                            

Add ddH2O to final volume of 100ml 

Ripa-buffer                                                                                  SDS-page running buffer, pH 8.3 

0.88g NaCl                                                                       25mL           10x TTS Buffer 

0.1mL Nonidet P-40 (1%)                                               0.25g                     SDS 

0.05 mL Sodium deoxycholate (0.5%)                                    Add ddH2O to final volume of 1L 

0.01 mL SDS (0.1 %) 

5 mL Tris 50 mM, pH 7.4,  

Add ddH2O to final volume of 10 mL  

TBE-buffer 5x                                                                                                 TBS 

60.55g Tris-base                                                                 1.21g             Tris-base 

30.90g Boric acid                                                                 4.38g        NaCl 

3.70g                   EDTA                                                        Add ddH2O to final volume of 500 mL 

Add ddH2O to final volume of 1L 

TBS/T                                                                                                Terrific Broth medium 

250µL Tween20                                                               47.0g           Terrific broth 

500mL  TBS                                                                         4mL           Glycerol  

                                                                                                    Add ddH2O to final volume of 1 L 

Terrific Broth agar                                                                            1XTransfer-buffer 

14.1 g terrific broth                                                          200 mL       Transfer buffer 5 x 

4.5 g Agar                                                                     200 mL              Ethanol 

1.2 mL Glycerol                                                               600 mL               ddH2O 

ddH2O to final volume of 300 mL 
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Tris-HCl 1M, pH 8.5                                                                         Tris-HCl 2.5 M, pH 8.8  

121.14 g  Tris-base                                                             302.85g  Tris-base  

Adjust pH with HCl to 8.5                                                               Adjust pH with HCl to 8.8  

Add ddH2O to final volume of 1 L                                              Add ddH2O to final volume of 1 L  

Tris-HCl 50 mM, pH 7.4  

6.06g                  Tris-base 

Adjust pH with HCl to 8.8  

Add ddH2O to final volume of 1 L 

 

Restriction Enzymes: 

XbaI #15226-038 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

NheI #15444-011 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

BamHI #15201-031 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

NotI #15441-017 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

SacI #R0156S [New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA USA] 

BglII #15213-028 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

NaeI #R0190S [New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA USA] 

SmaI #15228-018 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

EcoRI #15202-021 [Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA USA] 

SphI-HF R3182SBioLabs 
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2.1.3 Kits 

Name Manufacturer 

QIAGEN Plasmid Plus Kits QIAGEN 

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit Thermo fisher QIAGEN 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit QIAGEN 

DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kits QIAGEN 

MojoSort™ Mouse CD8 T Cell Isolation Kit Biolegend 

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit ThermoFisher 

CloneEZ PCR Cloning Kit GenScript Trans-Blot Turbo 

RTA Mini Nitrocellulose Transfer Kit BioRad 

IL-2 Mouse Uncoated ELISA Kit with Plates ThermoFisher 

 

2.1.4 Chemicals 

Chemical/Reagent                                          Manufacturer                              Catalog number  

10x TTS Buffer                                       BioRad                                       1610744 

1kb Plus DNA Ladder                          Invitrogen                                      10787018 

2x Phusion Master Mix                        ThermoFischer                             F531L  

4x Laemmli Sample buffer                                                            BioRad                                       1610747 

Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide, 30 % solution     Sigma-Aldrich                A3574  

Agar                                Sigma-Aldrich                A9414 

Agarose Sigma-Aldrich A9539 Ampicillin       Sigma-Aldrich                                         A9393  

APS                                                                      Roth                                   9592.2 

Boric acid                                              Sigma-Aldrich                                         B6768  

BSA                                                               Roth                                          8076.4 

CutSmart Buffer                                                 BioLabs                                         B7204S 

DMEM                                                   Gibco                                       41965039 

DPBS                                                                   Gibco                                              14190144 

EDTA                                                                    Roth                                                  8043.2 
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Ethanol                                                           Sigma-Aldrich                                       32221-M  

FBS                                                           Biochrom                                           S0615 

Gel Loading Dye, Purple (6x)                         BioLabs                                           B7024s  

GelRed                                                 Biotium                                            41003 

Glycerol                                             Sigma-Aldrich                                   49782 

HCl                                                         Sigma-Aldrich                                   258148 

Isopropanol                                                     Sigma-Aldrich                                    I9516  

Methanol                                              Sigma-Aldrich                                    34860 

Milk powder                            Roth                                            T145.3 

NaCl                                        Sigma-Aldrich                                   S7653 

Nonidet P-40 solution (10%)           Sigma-Aldrich                                        98379 

Opti-MEM                                                   Gibco                                    31985062 

P/S                                                              Gibco                                            15140122 

 SDS-pellets                                                         Roth                                       CN30.3 

Sodium carbonate                                               Merck                                              106392 

Sodium deoxycholate                       Sigma-Aldrich                               D6750  

Sodium hydrogen carbonate                            Merck                                             106329  

TEMED                                              Sigma-Aldrich                                T9281 

Terrific Broth, modified                       Sigma-Aldrich                               T0918  

TMB Stop Solution                                           BioLegend                                       423001 

TMB Subastrate Reagent Set             BioLegend                                       421101 

Tris base                                               Sigma-Aldrich                               T1503 

Trypsin-EDTA (0.25 %)                                     Gibco                                              25200056  

Turbofectin 8.0                                                OriGene                                       TF81001  

Tween20                                                 Roth                                                   9127.1 

β-Mercaptoethanol                        Applichem                                          A1108 
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Chemically synthesized peptides 

The peptides SPARC 143-151: DYIGPCKYI (1-2 mg); SPARC 225-234: MYIFPVHWQF (1-2 mg); 

AH1-A5: SPSYAYHQF (1-2 mg) are synthesized by the company Peptide Specialty Laboratories 

GmbH (Im Neuenheimer Feld 515, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany) and the purity levels of at least 

90% to 95%. The peptide AH1 6-14: SPSYVYHQF (1 mg) was purchased from the company 

Eurogentec (Catalog: AS-64798, 34801 Campus Drive Fremont, CA 94555, USA), the purity is over 

95% 
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2.1.5 Cell lines and viruses 

Cell line 

DH5α-competent cells were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. African green monkey kidney 

fibroblasts cell line (CV-1) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; CCL-

70). Mouse mammary carcinoma N2C cell line was kindly provided by Professor Mario P. Colombo 

(Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori, Milano, Lombardia, Italy). HEK 293T cell line 

was purchased from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures GmbH (DSMZ 

no.: ACC 635). The mouse mammary gland carcinoma 4T1 (ATCC; CRL-2539) cell line and 

melanoma B16F10 cell line (ATCC; CRL-6475) were obtained from the American Type Culture 

Collection. The generation of the stable cell lines N2C-pTet- turboFP635-EF-1a-Egfp has been 

described previously, and 4T1-EF-1a-turboFP635 stable cell line was constructed followed this 

article (). All of the cell lines were propagated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; 

11965092, Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplement with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, F4135, 

Sigma) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (P4333, Sigma)  

 

Plasmids and constructions 

Plasmid pTet-turboFP635-EF-1a-eGFP-PKG-BSD was constructed from the pTet- IRES-eGFP 

plasmid (kindly provided by Professor Maria Li Lung, Department of Clinical Oncology, Li Ka Shing 

Faculty of Medicine, the University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong, China). First, the turboFP635 gene 

was inserted into the pTet-IRES-eGFP plasmid at the Pme I restriction site. Second, the Human 

elongation factor-1 alpha (EF-1a) promoter gene was inserted into the plasmid at the Pst I and 

BmgBI restriction sites, and then the PKG promoter-Blasticidin fusion gene was inserted at the SalI 

restriction site. tTA_BFP (#58854) plasmid was purchased from Addgene (Watertown, MA, USA). 

The pLV-Exp-Bsd-EF1a-Turbo plasmid was constructed from pLV-Exp-Bsd-EF1A-eGFP. The 

eGFP DNA fragment of the plasmid pLV-Exp-Bsd-EF1A-eGFP was replaced by the TurboFP635 

gene after digesting with the BsrGI restriction enzyme. The pSC65 plasmid was obtained from 

Genelux Corporation, San Diego Science Canter, 3030 Bunker Hill Street, San Diego, CA 92109, 

USA. To construct the shuttle vector, the LacZ fragment was deleted in the PSC65 plasmid by 
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double digestion through Xho I and EcoR I restriction enzymes and replaced with the eGFP gene 

to generate the pSC65-eGFP plasmid. The pSC65-eGFP plasmid was constructed using Xho I and 

EcoR I restriction enzymes double digest plasmid PSC65 then inserted the eGFP gene. To 

construct the plasmid pSC65-eGFP-mIL2, the mIL-2 gene fragment was inserted into the pSC65 

plasmid through the BglII restriction site. The pIg-TurFP635 plasmid was provided by Dr. Duong 

Hoang Nguyen, Stemimmune, San Diego, CA, United States. For the plasmid pIg-TurFP635-4T1-

peptides construction, a 4T1 tumor-associated antigen peptides fusion protein gene segment was 

inserted into the pIg-TurFP635 through the Sph I restriction site. The primers for the plasmid 

construction and viruses identification are shown in Table S1. 

 

Virus strains 

Vaccinia virus strain LIVP (L1) was derived from LIVP (Lister strain, Institute of Viral Preparations, 

Moscow, Russia). Vaccinia virus strain GLV-1h109 virus was derived from the oncolytic vaccinia 

virus GLV-1h68 by inserting the glaf-1 gene encoding the GLAF-1 antibody under the control of the 

vaccinia virus promoter (p7.5) into the J2R locus (Figure 15). C1-opt1 was Copenhagen (C1) strain 

thymidine kinase (TK) deleted and inserted with Turbo-FP635 under the control of vaccinia 

synthetic early/late promoter- Psyn (E/L) provided by Tanja Auth, StemVac GmbH, Bernried, 

Germany Figure S1. 

 

2.1.6 Animals 

The female BALB/c mice of 5- to 6-week-old were purchased from Charles River, Sulzfeld, 

Germany. 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1  Recombinant Vaccinia virus construction and purification 

Day 1: Seed 3-4 x 105 CV-1 cells with 2ml complete growth medium per well in 6-well plate to reach 

80% confluence in the next day. Day 2: Aspirate medium from a confluent monolayer of cells, then 

infect the cells with 4 x 104 pfu vaccinia virus in one well for 2 hours at 37°C, agitate the plate every 

30mins. Transfect 1ug pmaxGFP plasmid with TurboFectin 8.0 into virus uninfected wells and 3-

4ug shuttle plasmid into the virus-infected wells, incubate at 37°C for two days, then using the 

IncuCyte®S3 whole well imaging function check the fluorescence signal for transfection efficiency. 

Day 4: Aspirate the medium and use the scraper to harvest the infected cells in 1ml FBS Free 

DMEM frozen in -80°C for backup use, meanwhile seed 4-5 x 104 CV-1 cells with 100ul complete 

growth medium per well into the six 96-well plate to obtain 100% confluence on the next day. Day 

5: After ultrasonic processing, the viral stock from the former step, add 0.25ul into the 61ml FBS 

free DMEM medium, then use the multichannel pipette add 100ul DMEM medium per well into the 

96-well plates. Put all the 96-well plates into IncuCyte®S3 to set up a scan schedule that initiates 

the plate scanning after one and half days. After all the plates are scanned, suspend the scheduled 

program. Check the images and marker the plaques under the standard optical microscope, then 

pick out the positive clones with pipette tips in 200ul DMEM/PBS for second round purification 

(suggest using 6 or 24 well plates for the next few rounds purification), purify the recombinant virus. 
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2.2.2  Western blotting 

Western blotting (immunoblotting) is a widely used laboratory technique to detect specific protein 

molecules in tissue and cell samples. In this study, I used it to detect virus-mediated expression of 

tumor-associated peptides and mIL-2 in infected 4T1 tumor cells. The details of the Western blot 

experiment in this work were described by Syed R. Haider et al. (152). The proteins in the samples 

were separated in 10% acrylamide gel, and the gels were used by semi-dry blotting onto the PVDF 

membrane. To block the non-specific sites, the membrane was incubated with 1 x TBS 5 % milk 

powder for one h at room temperature. Then a directly labeled antibody or an unlabeled primary 

antibody was incubated overnight at 4°C. After washing three times with 1 x TBS 0.5 % Triton-X 

100 on the next day, the membrane was incubated with the respective secondary antibody for one 

h at room temperature. Then the membrane was incubated with TMB and scanned in the Bio-Rad 

ChemiDoc XRS+ system. 

 

2.2.3  Elisa assay 

The Elisa assay used here was to detect the bioactivity of mIL-2 protein in virus-mediated 

expression in 4T1 cell cultures. The mIL-2 capture antibody was coated to the 96-well ELISA plate 

with 100 µl/well in the coating buffer by incubating overnight at 4°C. Then the remaining binding 

sites were blocked with 200 µL of 5% Non-fat powdered milk TBST. After that, the samples in 

appropriate dilutions were added to the plate for one hour incubation at room temperature, followed 

by added mIL-2 detection antibody for another one-hour incubation at room temperature. Then100 

µL/well of HRP substrate 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) was supplemented into the plate. 

And the plate was incubated at room temperature until a blue color could be detected. The reaction 

was stopped by adding 100 µL per well of 1 M H2SO4 solution, followed by the measurement of 

absorbance at 450 nm in an ELISA reader. 
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2.2.4  VACV amplification and purification  

In this study, all the Vaccina virus strains were amplified in CV-1 cells and purified through the 

sucrose gradient method [153]. After 80% of CV-1 cells were infected by the virus in 145 mm2 cell 

culture dishes, the infected cells were collected and resuspended in 14 ml of cold 10 mM Tris·Cl, 

pH 9.0. Then the cell suspension was homogenized in a glass Dounce homogenizer, centrifuged 

to remove the cell nuclei, and the supernatant was saved. The remaining cell pellet was 

resuspended, centrifuged again, and then combined with the supernatant from the former step to 

get more viruses. The supernatant was processed through sucrose gradient centrifugation to get 

purified virus. After that, the sample of the virus was aliquoted at −80°C 

 

2.2.5  Virus titration assay 

Day 1: Seed 6x 105 wild type CV-1 and CV-1-EF-1a-turboFP635 cells with 2ml 10% FBS DMEM 

growth medium per well in three 6-well plates to reach 100% confluence in the next day. Day 2: 

Thaw the viral samples (under the running tap water or in the 37°C-heating water bath) and 

ultrasonic with full power in 1 min, then prepare the virus (Lister 1.1.1, L1c-Ig-Turbo and GLV-

1h109) dilution as the following table 9: 

Table 9. Protocol for virus dilution 

Dilutions Recipe 

10-2 dilution 5 µl from virus stock 495 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-3 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-2 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-4 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-3 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-5 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-4 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-6 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-5 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-7 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-6 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

10-8 dilution 100 µl from dilution 10-7 900 µl DMEM-5% FBS 

 

Remove the medium from the cell culture wells, infect the cells with 250 µl viral solution from dilution 

10-5 to 10-7 in duplicate, incubate the plate at 37℃, 5% CO2 for 2 hours, gently shaken every 20 

mines. Aspirate the infection medium, then add 2 ml of DMEM 10% FBS CMC culture medium to 
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incubate another two days for further analysis. For the Image visualization, after two days of virus 

infection, the plates are directly scanned on green or red fluorescence channels using a whole well 

image program by the Incucyte®S3. The cell lesions (plaques) were photographed at high 

resolution. Then use the Incucyte®S3 self-contained program to simply process the image remove 

the background to get the distinct picture. After the image visualization, the pictures were analyzed 

by FreeCAD software for the plaque counting. In the case of low virus concentration wells, the 

number of viral plaques could be determined directly on the Incucyte®S3 software. 

 

2.2.6 Construction of stable cell lines 

(a) Lentivirus Production, Cultivation of HEK 293T Cells 

One or two days before transformation, plate 2X106 HEK293T cells in a 10 cm dish in 10 mL of 

DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin and let the cells grow until reach 70–80% confluence. 

(b) Prepare DNA/Lentivirus Mixture 

In a sterile Eppendorf tube, mix 10 µg Transfer Vector PLV-EF-1a-TurboFP635 for 4T1-Turbo 

stable cell line construction (Schematic presentation, Figure 1; Plasmid map, Appendix A) and 5 µg 

(0.5 µg/µL) packaging vectors (5 µg PMD2.G and 5 µg psPAX2) in 1.2 mL of Opti-MEM I medium. 

Add 40 µL of turbofectin 8.0 (Origene) to the mixture and mix by pipetting. Incubate the mixture for 

30 min at room temperature. 

(c) Transfection of HEK 293T Cells 

Add the mixture prepared in step 3.1.1.2 dropwise to the HEK 293T cells and gently rock the plate 

back and forth and from side to side to distribute the complex evenly. Incubate the cells in a CO2 

incubator at 37℃ overnight (12 h). Replace the overnight culture medium with fresh DMEM medium 

supplemented with 2–5% heat-inactivated FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Collect the virus-

containing medium at 36-, 48-, and 60-hours post-virus-transfection into a Falcon 50 mL conical 

centrifuge tube and keep it at 4℃. 
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(d) Harvest of Lentivirus 

Centrifuge the falcon tubes at 500× g for 10 min to remove the cell debris. Pass the collected 

supernatants through a 0.45 µM filter and concentrate the virus using Amicon Filter at 3000rpm for 

10–20 min at 4 ◦C. Store the lentivirus stokes at -80◦ C.  

(e) Lentivirus Infection of 4T-1 and N2C cells. 

Seed 4T1 cells and N2C cells with different volumes of lentivirus and DMEM complete +10 µg/mL 

polybrene medium respectively in 6 well plate (Table 10), after 72 h incubation, the medium was 

replaced with 10 µg/mL Blasticidin (InvivoGen) containing DMEM medium for another one week. 

Then replace the Blasticidin containing medium with DMEM complete medium and keep the clones 

growing for a period of time, pick out the positive monoclones. 

 

Table 10. Components of the infection medium 

Dilution Volume of Lentivirus (μL) Volume of DMEM complete + 10 μg/mL polybrene (μL) 

0 0 500 

1:5 300 200 

1:10 150 350 

1:50 30 470 

1:100 15 485 

1:500 3 497 
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2.2.7 Mouse Spleen cell isolation (Isolation of splenocytes from mouse spleens) 

The rVACVs injected or PBS injected mice were sacrificed after ten days of vaccination, then 

spleens were taken out into a 10cm cell culture dish containing 5 ml of ice-cooled complete RPMI 

medium and crushed using a plunger of the 10-ml syringe until without mostly fibrous tissue remains 

in the dish (Figure 9). To get the single cell suspension of splenocyte, the cell suspension was 

pipetted into a 70 μm Nylon cell strainer to filter cells and get rid of the tissue debris (Figure  9). 

After that, the filtered cell suspension was washed with complete RPMI medium by centrifugation. 

Then resuspend cells in 3 ml of ice-cold ACK buffer to lyse the red blood cells and incubate the 

sample at room temperature for 5 min with occasional shaking. The lysis reaction was stopped by 

adding 7 ml complete RPMI medium. Lastly, the cells were washed with complete RPMI medium 

twice and resuspended in 5 ml of complete RPMI medium. Then put the sample on ice for the 

remainder of the experiment. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Isolation procedure for splenocytes 
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2.2.8 Flow Cytometry- Cell-Surface Staining 

Splenocyte pellet was resuspended in the Cell Staining Buffer at 5-10 x 106 cells/ml and distributed 

100µl/well of cells (5-10 x 105 cells/tube) into a 96 well plate. For Fc receptor blocking, 100µl/well 

Anti-Mouse CD16/CD32 antibody (10µg/ml) was added to the plate after removing the cell staining 

buffer. After the non-specific sites blocking,100µl/well of appropriately pairs of conjugated 

antibodies (CD3+CD4+; CD3+CD8+; CD4+PD-1+; CD8+PD-1+) and corresponding isotypes were 

added to the plate (The cell-surface staining and isotype antibodies were prepared as the table 11). 

After 15-20 minutes of incubation, the cell pellet was resuspended in 0.2 ml of Cell Staining Buffer 

after being washed twice to perform the flow cytometric analysis. 

 

Table 11. List of antibodies used in flow cytometry 

Antibody Name Isotype Application Dilution 

APC anti-mouse CD279 (PD-1) 

Antibody 

Rat IgG2a, κ 0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

APC Rat IgG2a, κ Isotype Ctrl Antibody  0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

APC anti-mouse CD3ε Antibody Armenian Hamster IgG 0.5 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

APC Armenian Hamster IgG Isotype Ctrl 

Antibody 

 0.5 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

Alexa Fluor® 488 anti-mouse CD8a Antibody Rat IgG2a, κ 0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

FITC Rat IgG2a, κ Isotype Ctrl Antibody  0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µlvolume 

FITC anti-mouse CD4 Antibody Rat IgG2b, κ 0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

FITC Rat IgG2b, κ Isotype Ctrl 

Antibody 

 0.2 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 

APC anti-mouse IFN-γ R β chain Antibody Armenian Hamster IgG 0.5 µg per million cells in 100 µl volume 
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2.2.9 Detection of IFN-γ by Flow Cytometry  

To induce the expression of IFN-γ, the stimulation medium was prepared as follows conditions: 

a. Cells without peptides stimulation in complete RPMI medium with IL-2=100 U/ml and 

10µg/ml anti-mouse CD28 antibody as the negative control. 

b. Cell stimulation with 1:1000 Cell Activation Cocktail (without Brefeldin A) in complete 

RPMI medium with IL-2=100 U/ml as the positive control. 

c. Cell stimulation with 1ug/ml peptides mixture (SPARC143-151, SPARC225-234, AH16-14, AH1- 

A5) stimulation in complete RPMI medium with 100 U/ml IL-2 and 4µg/ml anti- mouse CD28 

antibody. 

After that, 4 x 105 CD8+ T cells per well were seeded into a 96-well U-bottom cell culture plate. 

Then 200μl per well prepared stimulation medium was added to the plate for IFN-γ induction. After 

three days of incubation, the IFN-γ was blocked in the cytoplasm by adding Brefeldin A to perform 

the flow cytometric analysis. 

 

2.2.10 Isolation of CD8+ T cells 

After the preparation of single splenocyte pellet suspensions from the spleen of PBS or rVACV 

injected mice, the cells were filtered with a 70µm cell strainer and washed one time with the 

MojoSort™ Buffer. To deplete the non CD8+ T cells, biotin antibody cocktail was added by 

incubation with magnetic Streptavidin Nanobeads. Then the magnetically labeled fraction was 

retained by magnetic separator, and the CD8+ T cells were collected by decanting the liquid in a 

clean tube. 
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2.2.11 Activation and expansion of epitope-specific CD8+ T cells 

First, prepare CD8+ T cell activation medium as the follows: 

a. Negative control medium: Complete RPMI medium with 160 U/ml IL-2 and 6 ug/ml anti-mouse 

CD28 antibody. 

b. Activation medium: Complete RPMI medium with 1ug/ml peptide mixture,160 U/ml IL-2 and 

6 ug/ml anti-mouse CD28 antibody. 

Secondly, aliquot 1 x 105 cells/ml 50μL isolated CD8+ T cells per wells into a U-bottom 96-well 

plate, then add 150μL of activation medium. Lastly, place the plate into the CO2 incubator and 

culture the cells for four days to get the CD8+ effector T cells. 

 

2.2.12 Co-cultivation assay of activated CD8+ T cells with target tumor cells 

After determining the cell count, 1 x 103 per well target cells (4T1-EF-1a-turboFP635 and N2C-

pTet- turboFP635-EF-1a-Egfp stable cell line has been described previously) with complete RPMI 

medium were added to a flat bottom 96-well plate for overnight incubation. Then 4-5 x 103 effector 

T cells (i.e., epitope pre-activated or inactivated CD8+ T cells) with flesh activation medium or 

negative control medium were added to the plate containing the target cells. After that, the plates 

were put into the IncuCyte®S3 and set up a scan schedule that scan the plate once every 4 hours 

with the red or green fluorescent signal. Lastly, analysis the data with Incucyte®S3 Software 

(v2018B). 
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3. Results 

3.1 Characterization of recombinant Vaccinia virus strains expressing tumor-

associated peptides and mouse IL-2 in cell culture 

3.1.1 Generation of recombinant Vaccinia virus (rVACV) strains using homologous 

recombination 

Homologous recombination (HR) plays a critical role in repairing DNA double-strand breaks and 

other forms of damages (154). Using the method of HR to produce genetically modified VACV was 

developed in the 1980s and is still widely used in academic research and clinical applications (155, 

156). This approach requires a shuttle plasmid containing the foreign gene and the plaque selection 

marker gene under the control of their respective VACV promoters, flanked by a DNA sequence 

from a nonessential region of the viral genome (157, 158). HR occurs between the VACV genome 

and the two homologous segments flanking the foreign and marker gene in the plasmid, and then 

the foreign gene is inserted into the aforementioned nonessential region of the VACV genome in 

vivo (159). Fluorescent proteins are frequently used as plaque selection markers for the purification 

of the engineered rVACV. Here, we used enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and far-red 

fluorescent protein (TurboFP635/Turbo) as fluorescent markers to visualize, isolate, and purify the 

new recombinant viral strains. L1c-Ig-Turbo is a L1 derivate virus that a TurboPF635 encoding gene 

was inserted into the space between locus 157 and locus 158. L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp (LVP-R-G) 

was derived from L1c-Ig-Turbo and replaced the TK gene with an eGFP encoding fragment under 

the control of the p7.5 promoter. For the rVACV strain L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp-mIL2 (LVP-R-G-mIL2) 

construction, the mouse Interleukin 2 (mIL-2) gene under the control of the Psyn (E/L) promoter 

was inserted into the TK locus and used eGFP as a marker gene for purification. For the rVACV 

strains of L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70-peptides-TK- eGFP (LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides) and 

L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70-peptides-TK-Egfp-mIL2 (LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL2) 

construction, a segment of SPARC/gp70-peptides fusion protein gene under the control of the Psyn 

(E/L) was inserted into the space between locus 157 and locus 158 of the VACV L1 genome to 

generate the strain L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70-peptides (LVP-R-SPARC/gp70-peptides). Then the 
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fragment of the eGFP gene controlled by the p7.5 promoter was inserted into the TK locus to 

generate the strain LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides. To construct the LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-

peptides-mIL-2, a DNA fragment of the mIL-2 gene linked to the Psyn (E/L) promoter and eGFP 

gene under the control of the P7.5 promoter was inserted into the TK locus of L1c-Ig-Turbo-

SPARC/gp70-peptides. The diagrams of newly created rVACV genetic structures are presented in 

Figure 10. The inserted SPARC/gp70-peptides structure and their sequence information are shown 

in Figure 11 and Table 12. All the inserted gene fragments were sequenced after amplifying and 

isolating the novel rVACV strains. All the primers for the sequencing of rVACVs are shown in Table 

S1. All the novel virus strains were sucrose gradient purified for the viral titer determination to use 

in animal experiments.  
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Figure 10. Genetic map of recombinant vaccinia virus strains. A: L1c-Ig-Turbo; B: L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70 peptides-

TK-Egfp-mIL-2(LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL-2); C: L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp (LVP-R-G); D: L1c-Ig-Turbo- 

SPARC/gp70 peptides-TK-eGFP (LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides); E: L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp-mIL-2(LVP-R-G-mIL-2) 

 

 

Figure 11. Schematic representation of tumor-associated fusion peptide design 

 

Table 12. Amino Acid sequence of fusion protein elements 

Elements Protein Sequence 

IgK leader sequence METDTLLLWVLLLWVPGSTGD 

AH1 SPSYVYHQF 

S1 DYIGPCKYI 

S2 MYIFPVHWQF 

AH5 SPSYAYHQF 

Linker GGGGSGGGGS 

3XFlag DYKDHDGDYKDHDIDYKDDDDK 

 

To visualize the replication of the virus, 4T1 cancer cells were infected with rVACV strains C1-opt1, 

LVP-R-G-mIL2, and LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL2 at an MOI of 0.1 in 6-well plates. After 

two hours of incubation, the infection medium was replaced with a fresh growth medium, and cells 

were maintained in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C for another two days. Then the 6-well plates were 

scanned by the IncuCyte®S3 via the fluorescent channel to generate the images Figure 12-14. As 

the results shown in the pictures, the newly constructed viral strains have the ability of infection, 

E 
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replication, and lysis in the 4T1 tumor cell line. And the infection patterns are the same among these 

three viral strains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Images of C1-opt1 infected 4T1 cells. (A) Image of C1-opt1 infected 4T1 cells detected by bright phase. (B) 

Image of C1-opt1 infected 4T1 cells detected by red fluorescence signal. (C) Image of C1-opt1 infected 4T1 cells, merge. 

All the scale bars represent 500μm. 

 

                                                    

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

Figure 13. Images of LVP-R-G-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells. (A) Image of LVP-R-G-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells detected by 

bright phase. (B) Image of LVP-R-G-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells detected by green fluorescence signal. (C) Image of LVP-

R-G-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells detected by red fluorescence signal. (D) Image of LVP-R-G-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells, 

merged. All the scale bars represent 500μm. 
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Figure 14. Images of LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells. (A) Image of LVP-R- G-SPARC/gp70 

peptides-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells detected by bright phase. (B) Image of LVP-R-G- SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL-2 infected 

4T1 cells detected by green fluorescence signal. (C) Image of LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells 

detected by red fluorescence signal. (D) Image of LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL-2 infected 4T1 cells, merged. All 

the scale bars represent 500μm. 

 

3.1.2 Identification of rVACVs expressing SPARC/gp70-peptides and mIL-2 in 4T1 cell 

cultures. 

All the isolated and purified rVACVs were amplified in CV-1 cells for the in vitro experiment. To 

confirm the expression of SPARC/gp70-peptides and mIL-2,4X105 4T1 cells were seeded in 6-well 

plates and overnight incubated. Then infected respectively with rVACVs GLV- 1h109, C1-opt1, L1c-

Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70-peptides-TK-eGFP, L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp-mIL2, and L1c-Ig-Turbo-

SPARC/gp70-peptides-TK-Egfp-mIL2 (MOI=10). After two days of incubation, the infected cells 

were harvested and lysed in 250µl RIPA lysis buffer. The target protein expression in the lysates 

was analyzed by Western blot with 20µl per pocket Figure 15. The flag tag fusion protein expressed 

by GLV-1h109 is approximate 30 kDa [160]. And the molecular weights of SPARC/gp70-peptides 

A                                                              B 
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3.2 Construction of eGFP and TurboFP365 expressing stable cell lines 

In order to test the prospective cytotoxic T lymphocyte killing assay, two fluorescent strains of 

mammary cancer cell lines were generated Figure 18. The N2C-pTet-TurboFP635-EF-1a-eGFP 

stable cell line was previously constructed, and the function of Tet-off TurboFP635 expression was 

verified by transfected with the tTA_BFP plasmid [151]. In this study, we selected the monoclone 

3A4 for further assay. For 4T1-turboFP365 stable cell line construction, the mixture of pLV- Exp-

Bsd-EF1a-Turbo plasmid and lentiviral packaging vectors (PMD2.G and psPAX2) were transfected 

into HEK 293T cells seeded in a 10 cm dish one day before, and the lentivirus was collected and 

concentrated using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filters. Then wild-type 4T1 cells were infected with the 

lentivirus for 72 hours, and cells that integrated the lentivirus were selected by addition of blasticidin 

containing medium in 6 well plates. After that, the B2 positive monoclonal cells were picked. The 

genomic structure of these two stable cell lines is shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Images of 4T1 and N2C fluorescent labelled cells. (A) Image of 4T1-turbo B2 monoclonal cells detected in 

bright phase. (B) Image of 4T1-turbo B2 monoclonal cells detected by red fluorescence signal. (C) Image of 4T1-turbo 

B2 monoclonal cells, merge. (E) Image of N2C-eGFP 4A3 monoclonal cells detected by bright phase. (F) Image of N2C 
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eGFP 4A3 monoclonal cells detected by red fluorescence signal. (G) Image of N2C-eGFP 4A3 monoclonal cells, merge. 

All the scale bars represent 500μm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Schematic presentation of stable cell lines constructed by lentiviral vector. (A) N2C- pTet-turboFP635-EF-1a-

Egfp cell line and (B) 4T1-EF-1a-turboFP635 cell line. 

 

In general, the fluorescent protein eGFP and TurboFP635 were stably integrated into the host cell 

N2C and 4T1, respectively. The entire stable cell lines generation and subsequent analysis of the 

fluorescent signal expression were performed by IncuCyte®S3. 
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3.3 4T1 and N2C cell line growth curves induced by mIL-2 

As previously reported, IL-2 does directly inhibit the growth of human breast cancer cell lines in 

vitro [162]. To test the potent growth inhibition activity of IL2 in mouse mammary cancer cells, we 

used IncuCyte®S3 to monitor the proliferation of 4T1 and N2C cells in medium with the different 

concentrations of mIL-2 and in real-time. First, 2X104 4T1 and N2C cells were seeded in two 

individual 24 well plates in one day, and the growth medium was replaced with mIL-2 containing 

medium. Then a schedule was set to evaluate cell confluence in real-time with IncuCyte®S3. At 

last, create the cell proliferation curves through the self-contained software of IncuCyte®S3.Our 

results show that mIL-2 does inhibit both of the 4T1 and N2C cells growth with linearizing increasing 

with different concentrations in vitro Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Effect of mIL-2 on the viability of 4T1 and N2C mammary cancer cell lines, the cell growth was monitored by 

the IncuCyte®S3, then the growth curve was created by IncuCyte®S3 software v2018B. (A) 4T1 cells were cultured with 

the medium containing different concentration of mIL-2 (0ng/ml, 50ng/ml, 100ng/ml, 150ng/ml, 200ng/ml, and 250ng/ml) 

for four days, continuously. (B) N2C cells treated with various doses of mIL-2 the same as 4T1 cell. 

 

3.4 Tumor therapy of 4T1 tumor bearing mice with rVACVs expressing tumor 

antigens and mIL-2 

3.4.1 Both Vaccinia virus strains expressing mIL-2 alone and mIL-2 plus tumor antigens 

significantly enhanced tumor regression in a syngeneic mouse model  

To establish the tumor model, 1 x 105 mammary carcinoma 4T1 cells were administered to the right 

dorsal flank of regions of 5- to 6-week-old female BALB/c mice. After 13 days, animals were 

separated into four groups, and five of the mice were injected intravenously (tail vein) with 100µl 

PBS as a control group. The other three groups were treated with intravenous injection of 100µl (1× 

108 pfu/ml) different strains of rVACVs respectively: C1-opt1 (n=5), LVP-R-G-mIL2 (n=10), and 

                                                                                 B 
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LVP-R-G- SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL2 (n=10) was shown in Figure 21. For evaluating the toxicity 

of the rVACV cancer vaccine therapy and the survival efficiency, the mouse body weight and tumor 

volumes were measured and monitored every three days after the PBS and virus injections until 

the day of termination (Mice were sacrificed when the tumors reached a volume of about 1500 

mm3). The results are shown in Figure 22. All animal studies were run according to protocols 

approved by the animal facility of Universität Würzburg. 

 

 

Figure 21. Schedule of tumor cells implantation and rVACV administration for tumor therapy in 4T1 tumor- bearing 

BALB/c mice. 
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Figure 22. Tumor growth, body weight loss curve and comparison between survival time of the groups. (A). Effects of 

rVACVs treatment on 4T1 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice after IV application (B) Day 15th Tumor volume of LVP-R-G-

SPARC/gp70- peptides-mIL-2 and LVP-R-G-mIL-2 injected mice. The statistical significance was calculated by the t-test, 

* indicates P<0.05. (C) Kaplan-Meier survival curve following therapy initiation using sacrificing animals as the terminal 

event. The comparison of survival between the three different treated groups was statistically evaluated by Kaplan-Meier 

and log-rank (Mantel-Cox) tests (Graphpad Prism, San Diego, CA). P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. ** 

indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001. (D) Effect of different treatments on the weights of 4T1 tumor-bearing BALB/c 

mice. 

 

The animal experiment data proved that the mIL-2 plus tumor-associated antigens expressing 

VACV vector shows a better anti-cancer response than the mIL-2 alone expressing vector. The 
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former could significantly inhibit tumor growth compared with the latter. Moreover, the results 

confirmed our previous unpublished data that the mIL-2 expression driven by Psyn (E/L) promoter 

in the VACV lister strain did enhance the tumor regression in the 4T1 mouse model. 

 

3.4.2 Analysis of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in lymphocytes from the vaccinated mice after 

treatment with different rVACVs  

There are two broad subtypes of T cells that have been identified by the expression of either the 

CD4 or CD8 T cell receptor (TCR) on their cell surface [163]. CD4+ T cells help regulate the immune 

response by stimulating other immune cells, mainly including six principal subsets according to their 

function and phenotype: T helper 1, 2, 17 and 22 (Th1, Th2, Th17, Th22), regulatory T cells (Treg), 

and T follicular helper cells (Tfh) [164]. CD8+ T cell is normally considered a uniform population of 

cells that recognize antigens presented by MHC Class I molecules, named CD8+ cytotoxic T cells 

that are indispensable for defense against pathogens and tumor surveillance [165]. In the last 

decade, T cell-based immunotherapy has shown promising results in cancer immunotherapy, and 

the activated T cell population in vivo plays a central role in inhibiting tumor growth [166]. As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, IL-2 could promote T cell expansion of both CD4+ (Mainly Tregs) 

and CD8+ T cells (including the effector and memory cells) in vivo [167]. In the IL-2 based tumor 

therapy model, contrary to the CD4+ Tregs, the IL-2 induced CD8+ T cells greatly promote tumor 

growth inhibition. To investigate cell populations of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in lymphocyte fraction, 

the isolated splenocytes from different strains of rVACVs vaccinated mouse was analyzed by FACS 

after the tumor volume reached around 1500mm3. The results showed that both CD4+ and CD8+ 

cell populations were expanded in the mIL-2 administered mouse groups, while the ratio of 

CD4+/CD3+ and CD8+/CD3+ did not have any significant significance change. Furthermore, we 

also investigated the expressions of PD-1 in both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations, and the 

results are shown in Figure 23. This animal experiment demonstrated that the mIL-2 expressed by 

the Lister strain of VACV under the control of Psyn (E/L) promoter remarkably increased both CD4+ 

and CD8+ T cell populations in vivo and did not affect the expression of PD-1 molecule on CD4+ 

or CD8+ T cells.  
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Figure 23. FACS analysis of splenocyte preparations from mice after injection with PBS or with rVACV Strains. (A) 

Percent [%] of CD4+cells in splenic lymphocyte populations. (B) Percent [%] of CD8+ cells in lymphocytes population. 

(C) Percent [%] of CD4+cells CD3+ lymphocytes population. (D) Percent [%] of CD8+cells CD3+ lymphocytes population. 

(E) PD-1 expression as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) on CD4+ T cells. (F) PD-1 expression as mean fluorescence 

intensity (MFI) on CD8+ T cells. The statistical significance was calculated by Ordinary one- way ANOVA test, * indicates 

P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. ** indicates P<0.01, p values > 0.05 are not significantly different (ns). 

Detection of IFN-γ expression of antigen-specific CD8+ T lymphocyte by flow cytometry 

 

3.4.3 Detection of IFN-γ expression in antigen-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes by flow 

cytometry 

The cellular immune system plays a crucial role in the immunological anti-tumor effects, besides 

the antibody-mediated humoral immune system. Therefore, the study of specific T cells is critical to 

understanding the anti-tumor reaction of the cellular immune system. Tumor-associated antigen-

specific CD8+ T cells are existing in the lymphocyte of cancer patients, and there are various 

methods for monitor T cell specific responses. Identifying tumor antigen-specific T cells mainly 

depends on the functional analyses after stimulating the cells with recall antigens in vitro. The 

antigen-specific T lymphocyte activation can be evaluated by different approaches such as T cell 

proliferation, MHC-tetramer staining, extracellular or intracellular cytokine staining [168]. In this 

study, to assess the antigen-specific CD8+ T cells, we analyzed IFN-γ expression through flow 

cytometry to quantify the ratio of GP70 and SPARC-specific CD8+ cells in the T lymphocyte fraction. 

The results are shown in Figure 24. The data in Fig.25 show that a fraction of CD8+ cells from 

peptides expressing vaccina virus injected mice secrete IFN-γ after specific peptide mixture 

stimulation. In contrast, CD8+ T cells from the control group did not produce abundant IFN-γ. These 

findings demonstrated that the structure of peptides fusion protein preserves the function of the T 

cell epitope. 
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3.4.5 Co-culture assays to assess specific anti-tumor CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity  

The CD8+ T cell-mediated cytotoxicity plays the most critical role in the anti-tumor immune 

responses of the peptide-based vaccines. Therefore, ex vivo testing of interactions of tumor cells 

and the T cell is pivotal for evaluating the effectiveness of the cancer vaccines [169]. Antigen-

specific cytotoxic CD8+ T cells can recognize and kill cancer cells through the T cell/tumor cell 

engagement, which is caused by the interaction between T cell receptors (TCRs) and the tumor 

antigens in the context of major histocompatibility complex I (MHC I) molecules [170]. Techniques 

such as flow cytometry and ELISpot assay have been used to measure the cytotoxic activity of the 

CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTLs) through different cell surface markers or effector cytokines. Here, we 

developed a co-culture assay to assess the T cell cytotoxicity meanwhile visualizing the cell-killing 

using a real-time imaging platform-IncuCyte®S3.In this method, the CD8+ T cells were isolated and 

purified from the spleens of rVACVs vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with two strains of 

fluorescent (red and green) mammary cancer cell lines (4T1-turbo, N2C-eGFP) in the context of 

peptides mixture and anti-CD28 antibody in 96-well plates. The plates were monitored by the 

IncuCyte®S3 to generate images at the different time points, then videos and specific lysis curves 

were created Figure 26-33.  

Fig 26 
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Figure 26. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the 4T1-turbo cell line. CD8+ T cell was isolated and purified from C1-opt1, 

LVP-R-G-mIL-2, and LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with 4T1-turbo cells in 

the medium contained with peptides mixture and anti-CD28 antibody. The cell proliferation curve was created through 

the red florescent signal. 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the 4T1-turbo cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with 4T1 cells in the medium contained with 

peptides mixture and anti-CD28 antibody. The plate was scanned by the IncuCyte®S3 at the different time points. (A) 

Co-culture after 4 hours. (B) 8 hours. (C) 12 hours. (D) 16 hours. (E) 20 hours. (F) 24 hours. (G) 28 hours. (H) 32 hours. 

(I) 36 hours. 
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Figure 28. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the 4T1-turbo cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with 4T1 cells in the medium contained with peptides mixture and anti-

CD28 antibody. The plate was scanned by the IncuCyte®S3 at the different time points. (A) Co-culture after 4 hours. (B) 

8 hours. (C) 12 hours. (D) 16 hours. (E) 20 hours. (F) 24 hours. (G) 28 hours. (H) 32 hours. (I) 36 hours. 
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Figure 29. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the N2C-eGFP cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-mIL-2, and LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with N2C-eGFP cells in the 

medium contained with anti-CD28 antibody and with or without peptides mixture. The cell proliferation curve was created 

through the green florescent signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 30 
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Figure 30. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the N2C-eGFP cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with N2C-eGFP cells in the medium contained with 

anti-CD28 antibody and without peptides mixture. The images were created through the green florescent signal by the 

IncuCyte®S3 at the different time points. (A) Co-culture after 0 hours. (B) 36 hours. (C) 60 hours. (D) 84 hours. (E) 108 

hours. (F) 132 hours. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the N2C-eGFP cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-SPARC/gp70-peptides-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with N2C-eGFP cells in the medium contained with 

anti-CD28 antibody and peptides mixture. The images were created through the green florescent signal by the 

IncuCyte®S3 at the different time points. (A) Co-culture after 0 hours. (B) 36 hours. (C) 60 hours. (D) 84 hours. (E) 108 

hours. (F) 132 hours. 
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Figure 32. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the N2C-eGFP cell line. CD8+ T cells were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with N2C-eGFP cells in the medium contained with anti-CD28 antibody and 

peptides mixture. The images were created through the green florescent signal by the IncuCyte®S3 at the different time 

points. (A) Co-culture after 0 hours. (B) 36 hours. (C) 60 hours. (D) 84 hours. (E) 108 hours. (F) 132 hours. 
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Figure 33. Effect of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells on the N2C-eGFP cell line. CD8+ T cell were isolated and purified from LVP-

R-G-mIL-2 vaccinated mice, then co-cultured with N2C-eGFP cells in the medium contained with anti-CD28 antibody and 

without peptides mixture. The images were created through the green florescent signal by the IncuCyte®S3 at the 

different time points. (A) Co-culture after 0 hours. (B) 36 hours. (C) 60 hours. (D) 84 hours. (E) 108 hours. (F) 132 hours. 

 

The results show that both fluorescent-labeled 4T1 and N2C cells were lysed by peptide-mediated 

cytotoxic CD8+ T cells. CD8+ T cells isolated from peptide expressing rVACVs injected mice did 

kill the target cancer cells under the corresponding chemical peptides contained medium. The killing 

efficiency was significantly higher than that of cancer cells cultured with CD8+ T cells which were 

isolated from non-peptide expressing rVACVs injected mice. The target cells killing curve results 

were consistent with the images captured by IncuCyte®S3 in real-time Figure 27,28,31,33. 

Meantime, we also investigated the cytotoxic functions of CD8+ T cells in eGFP labeled N2C cells 

with or without peptide-mediated. The CD8+ T cells isolated from peptide expressing rVACVs 

injected mice did not kill the target cancer cells without the peptide but significantly inhibited cell 

growth with the incubation of peptides Figure 30 and 31. 
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4. Statistical Analysis 

All the data analyses and graphics were performed using Graphpad Prism 8.0 software. Statistical 

significance was determined by unpaired Student's t-tests. Results are presented as mean ±SD (*, 

P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P< 0.0001, ns: not significant). 

 

5. Discussion 

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a breast cancer subtype with negative expression (or low 

expression) of ER, PGR, and HER2. It is more aggressive than other forms and is associated with 

worse outcomes. This disease is more likely to be diagnosed in women older than 35 years old, 

and with a poor prognosis, despite optimal adjuvant treatments [171,172]. Patients with TNBC have 

limited benefit from the targeted therapy due to the lack of hormone receptors such as ER, PGR, 

and HER2 amplification. Thus, chemotherapy remains the main systemic option in the clinic 

because TNBC was found sensitive to the chemotherapy. Therefore, surgery and chemotherapy 

are the current standard of care (SOC) treatment for TNBC. However, the median overall survival 

(OS) for this disease is only 10.2 months, even treated with current therapies and always followed 

by rapid relapse [173]. Therefore, finding novel efficient treatment approaches for patients with 

TNBC are urgent. 

Immunotherapy is one of the most promising treatment strategies for TNBC, which has greatly 

prolonged the overall survival in patients with other solid tumors. Up to now, immune checkpoint 

inhibitors (ICIs) are the most successful immunotherapeutic agents for TNBC treatment. TNBC 

frequently overexpresses programmed cell death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) in both tumor and immune cells 

[174,175]. Therefore, some antibodies targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 signal pathway were approved by 

the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as first-line therapy for patients with TNBC and had 

good clinic results, especially when combining with chemotherapy [176]. In addition, TNBC has 

more tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in its tumor microenvironment than other breast cancer 

subtypes, which would lead to better responses to vaccines and ICIs [177,178]. Cancer vaccines 

that can improve the cytotoxicity and proliferative capacity of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) 
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constitute another novel strategy to the TNBC therapy. These vaccines strengthen the recognition 

of cytotoxic T lymphocytes with the cancer cells through presenting breast cancer immunogenic 

peptides to T cells. For instance, both PVX-410 vaccine (NCT03362060, NCT02826434) and folate 

receptor a vaccine (NCT03012100) improved disease-free survival in TNBC patients [179,180]. 

Although IL-2 monotherapy was not as successful as expected to improve the patients’ survival, 

the combination therapy of IL-2 and other anti-cancer agents showed encouraging clinic results, 

especially combined with the peptide vaccines, as mentioned before. The mechanism of this 

combination treatment was revealed by Hussein Sultan et al. [83]. Virotherapy is a new approach 

for cancer treatment developed in recent years. VACV is one of the most common DNA viruses 

studied in advanced cancer therapy. Gholami et al. engineered a strain of rVACV armed with anti-

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) single-chain antibody and harbors three viral gene 

deletions, which effectively local control the growth of TNBC xenografts [181].TG4010 is a 

therapeutic cancer vaccine based on a Modified Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) vector, expressing MUC1 

and IL-2 [182]. TG4010 combined with first-line chemotherapy showed promising results in a phase 

2b/3 clinic trial of non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treatment [183]. Considering all these facts, 

in this study, we utilized the vaccinia virus as an oncolytic vector to co-express the tumor-associated 

antigens and mIL-2 cytokine for mouse triple-negative mammary cancer immunotherapy. 

 

The Generation of recombinant novel vaccinia virus (rVACV) strains by homologous 

recombination and the titer determination 

Recombinant vaccinia virus generation and viral titer determination are fundamental experimental 

techniques in oncolytic virus studies. In the Ph.D. thesis research period, I developed a modified 

method for fluorescent rVACV generation as well as a rapid VACV viral titer measurement using a 

multi-well plate imaging system, IncuCyte®S3. Our methods make the research of the oncolytic 

vaccinia virus much more effective and easier to undertake. The methods were developed based 

on the VACV-Lister strain but also could be helpful for other orthopoxviruses. Our laboratories 

constructed one of the first precisely engineered Vaccinia virus strains with fluorescent gene 
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insertion 17 years ago. After many rounds of human tumor xenograft therapy experiments in mice, 

we completed 4 phase I human clinical trials in the US and Europe and a phase II platinum-resistant 

human ovarian cancer trial in the US, which was successfully completed very recently. Now, this 

FDA-approved oncolytic virus is used in phase III ovarian trials (under patient recruitment). If 

successful, many novel VACV with specific payloads will be generated in the future for cancer 

treatments using oncolytic immune therapy. If optimized, our modified virus titer determination 

methodology can be routinely carried out on tumor samples taken from VACV treated cancer 

patients as well as on liquid biopsies [184,185]. 

 

Expression of fusion protein of four tumor-associated peptides by engineered Vaccina virus 

strains 

In this study, we selected four peptides as immunogens to be expressed by VACV to elicit the 

peptide-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes response. On the basis of published literature, all those 

four peptides are optimal vaccine candidates. The AH-1 epitope is a gold standard for CT26 and 

4T1 mouse tumor model therapy. AH1-A5 peptide is derived from AH1 peptide, in which Ala in 

position 5 of AH1 was replaced by Val and even had a better immune response than AH1 peptide. 

The S1 and S2 peptides are H2-Kd-restricted epitopes from tumor-associated antigen SPARC, 

which can stimulate antitumor immunity without causing autoimmune disease in mouse mammary 

tumor models [130]. Our unpublished data support that the mIL-2 expression drive by a synthetic 

early and later promoter in the TK location of the VACV Lister strain could bring benefit to the 4T1 

and B16F10 mouse tumor models. Thus, we also constructed a Lister strain rVACV co-expressing 

mIL-2 and a fusion protein containing AH1, AH1- A5, S1, and S2 peptides, which has been shown 

in the part of results. The mIL-2 gene was inserted into the thymidine kinase locus (TK, J2R) of 

VACV, as this is a common attenuating mutation site [186]. For the structure of peptides fusion 

fragment design, we connected the AH1, AH1-A5, S1, and S2 peptides through a flexible linker 

(GGGGS) 2 and tagged with a flag peptide at the C terminal of the sequence, and mouse Ig Kappa 

leader sequence was located at the N terminal of the sequence that could help cells to secrete the 

fusion protein into the extracellular. Brittany A. Umer et al. [187] recently proved that even minor 
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changes to the VACV genome could impact the immune reaction for the efficiency of tumor therapy. 

Therefore, to avoid the alteration of immune response based on our former model, we inserted the 

fusion protein DNA fragment into a VACV “no expression” intergenic region between the intergenic 

locus 157 and intergenic locus 158. All the foreign proteins expressed of rVACV were identified 

through either by western blots or by fluorescent microscopy. According to the amino acid 

sequence, the molecular weight of peptides fusion protein is around 12 kDa, which includes the 

leader sequence. However, the molecular weight observed on the blot membrane is around 15Kda 

and with double bands. One possible explanation could be that the fusion protein contains serine, 

threonine and tyrosine, which may be phosphorylated after expression from VACV, which led to a 

higher molecular weight and an extra band. Based on these findings, we can predict that the 

phosphorylated fusion peptide is able to induce the activity of cytotoxic CD8+ effector T cells, 

according to the ex vivo data presented above, and therefore the structure of the fusion protein 

provides a new pattern for the tumor antigen-based peptide vaccine design. 

 

Construction of stable cell lines  

For the N2C-eGFP stable cell line construction, we developed a modified limited dilution method to 

screen the monoclonal stable cell lines. Compared to the traditional way, the modified method is 

able to ensure that the selected cell colonies are originated from a single cell and can rescue some 

optimal positive monoclonal cells from the polyclones as well [151]. 

 

Toxicity concerns related to virus-mediated over-expression of mIL-2 and tumor antigens in 

mouse tumor model 

IL-2 is the first effective cytokine for human cancer immunotherapy. Although the mechanism of IL-

2 therapy in humans is unclear, it seems due to its ability to widespread expansion of T cells and 

maintain functional activity. The curative effect of IL-2 in cancer treatment is dose-dependent, HD 

IL-2 was always necessary to achieve clinical efficacy. Many studies showed low-dose (LD) IL-2 

mainly increases the number of CD4+ Treg cells. However, Treg cells drive dominant tolerance by 

inhibiting anti-tumor responses mediated by multiple types of activated cells. Our former 
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unpublished data showed the in vivo biological function of VACV expressed mIL-2 not only virus 

strain but also promoter dependent. We used two different VACV strains as a vector to express the 

mIL-2 in the J2R locus driven by three other promoters, synthetic early/late promoter, synthetic late 

promoter, and intermediate early/late promoter individually. We found that only the Lister strain of 

rVACV containing the mouse IL-2 gene fragment under the control of synthetic early/late promoter 

can inhibit tumor growth in the 4T1 mouse model. Therefore, based on this vector, we introduced 

several 4T1 tumor-associated antigens, which are under the control of synthetic early/late promoter, 

into the space between the intergenic locus 157 and intergenic locus 158. Recently, some studies 

have shown that the treatment of IL-2 could enhance therapeutic anticancer peptide vaccines, and 

the combination therapy of peptide vaccine plus IL-2 was demonstrated to significantly improve the 

cancer patients’ overall survival in the clinic [81, 82]. Here, we constructed an rVACV vaccine strain 

that co-expressing tumor-associated antigens and mIL-2 cytokine to investigate the anti-tumor 

activity in a 4T1 tumor-bearing syngeneic BALB/c mouse model. In this experimental setting, we 

administered the PBS and virus intravenously through the mouse tail vein to avoid the difficulty of 

intratumoral injection because the 4T1 solid tumors were too hard to inject. Our data demonstrated 

that the mIL-2 expressing rVACV could help expand both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations in 

vivo, while did not change the ratio of CD4+/CD3+ and CD8+/CD3+, that’s one of the explanations 

that mIL-2 expressing rVACV have better anti-tumor effectiveness than the control groups. 

Moreover, we found that the immunogens expressed by VACV are able to elicit an appropriate 

immune response; meanwhile, the VACV expressing tumor-associated peptides greatly enhanced 

the therapeutic effects of mIL2, which can inhibit tumor growth in the 4T1 animal model and did 

improve the anti-tumor activity in vivo. Furthermore, we investigated the Mean Fluorescence 

Intensity (MFI) of PD-1 expression of CD4+ and CD8+ populations in all four animal groups and 

didn’t find any significant difference among these groups. Finally, according to the research findings 

provided by Brittany A. Umer et al. [180], to further enhance the anti-tumor efficacy of the vaccine, 

some immunodominant epitopes of the VACV backbone should be deleted so that we can reduce 

the elimination of viruses by the immune system in vivo and improve the response in the non-

immunogenic 4T1 tumor model. 
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Co-culture assay to assess specific anti-tumor CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity  

Amelioration and potentiation of the tumor-specific killing ability of CD8+ T cells in vivo are some of 

the most critical points for successful immunotherapies. Several in vitro assay systems have been 

utilized to evaluate the ex vivo lytic activity of antigen-specific cytotoxic T cells and the antigen 

recognition capacity. The 51Cr-release assay is the gold standard method of measurement of in 

vitro lytic activity of T cell-mediated cytotoxicity due to its low effector cell number requirements and 

high sensitivity [188]. In this 4hour assay, the tumor cells are labeled ex vivo with chromium 51 

(51Cr), then co-cultured with the effector cells, and cytolysis is monitored and measured by 51Cr 

release in the cell supernatants. However, this technique is limited because 51Cr is a radioactive 

metallic element having a half-life of 27.7 days and decaying with the emission of gamma rays. In 

this study, we developed a novel co-culture assay that can be easily applied by using a real-time 

imaging platform-IncuCyte®S3. We propose this assay to investigate ex vivo spleen CD8+ cytotoxic 

activity in the anti-tumor immune response induced by tumor-associate antigens. In this novel 

assay, to monitor and record the cell death by IncuCyte®S3, the target cells are fluorescence-

labeled. Thus, the target cells must be evaluated the expression of MHC I molecules (H2-Kd and 

H2-Ld) through the FACS before the experiment is performed. At the beginning of the test, the 

target cells are seeded in the 96-well plate for overnight incubation. Then by adding the isolated 

CD8+ T cells with appropriate medium containing peptides, IL-2, and anti-CD28 antibody. Lastly, 

putting the plates into IncuCyte®S3 with set a schedule of programs to scan the plate once every 

few hours with fluorescence signal. Using this method, we tested the cytotoxic activity of CD8+ T 

cells against 4T1 and N2C cell lines under the stimulation of tumor antigens, which isolated from 

the spleen of vaccinated mice. Compared to the 51Cr-release assay for CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity 

assay, our method does not require a radiation-safe environment and can be easily carried out 

without the cell radioactive labeling step. Moreover, this system also can provide movies of different 

time points of images scanned by the IncuCyte®S3. 

 

Taken together, using the modified plaque screen method developed by Mingyu Ye et al. [184], I 

additionally constructed several novel strains of recombinant Vaccinia viruses that express tumor-
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associated peptides and mouse IL-2 proteins alone or simultaneously in combination. And using 

these novel strains as therapeutic cancer vectors, we investigated the combined effect of anti-tumor 

immune response with mouse Interleukin 2 (IL-2) and tumor-associated antigens in the 4T1 mouse 

syngeneic tumor model. As expected, the results confirmed our previous unpublished data that the 

mIL-2 expression driven by the synthetic early/late promoter from VACV Lister enhanced tumor 

regression in the 4T1 mouse model. Furthermore, the VACV expressed mIL-2 remarkably 

increased both CD4+ and CD8+ cell populations in vivo, and the virus-expressed tumor-associated 

peptides successfully elicited the antigen-specific T cell response to drastically inhibit the growth of 

the tumor. Moreover, the animal experiment results demonstrated that the mIL-2 plus tumor 

antigens expressing VACV vector showed a more elevated anti-cancer response than the mIL-2 

expressing vector alone. The combination vector inhibited tumor growth former significantly more 

than the mIL-2 Vector alone.  
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6. Abbreviations 

Breast cancer                BC 

DMEM-2        DMEM containing 2% FBS 

DMEM-5        DMEM containing 5% FBS 

DMEM-10        DMEM containing 10% FBS 

Oncolytic viruses                                                                                                    OVs 

Vaccinia Virus              VACV 

Recombinant Vaccinia Virus              rVACVs 

Homologous recombination                                                                                   HR 

Enhanced green fluorescent protein                                                                      eGFP 

L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp            LVP-R-G 

L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70 peptides-TK-Egfp                                     LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides 

L1c-Ig-Turbo-SPARC/gp70 peptides-TK-Egfp-mIL2                LVP-R-G-SPARC/gp70 peptides-mIL2 

L1c-Ig-Turbo-TK-Egfp-mIL2          LVP-R-G-mIL2 

Triple-negative breast cancer                                                                                TNBC 
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7. Supplementary Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S1. Primers for plasmid construction and DNA sequencing 

Name of the primers Sequence (5‘-3‘) 

PSC65-eGFP-F GGAAGTAGATCATAACTCGAGATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGT 

  

PSC65-eGFP-R GCGACCGGCGCTCAGCTGAATTCTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGAGAGT 

mIL2 Seq-F/TKR-F CGGTTTCCTCACCCAATCGT 

mIL2 Seq-R/TKR-R CCTCGTCGCAATATCGCAT 

PSG65-eGFP-IL2-F AAGCTCGAAGTCGACAGATCTATGTACAGTATGCAGTTGGCGTCATGCGTAACTT 

PSG65-eGFP-IL2-R ACCCGGGTACCAGGCCTAGATCTTTATTGAGGTGAGGTAGAGATTATACTCT 

Peptide sequencing F GGCTTCTACTTCGTGGACAG 

Peptide sequencing R CGATGCCAAGTACATCGACG 

rVACV SPARCgp70 peptides F GCATACATTATACGAAGTTATGGATCCGC 

rVACV SPARCgp70 peptides R GCCGCATTTAAATGATATCGCATGCCTT 

Peptide pool Forward Primer CGAAGTTATGGATCCGCATG 

PLV-PEL turbo F GATCTCGACGGTATCGCTAGCAAAAATTGAAATTTTATTTTTTTTTTTTG 

PLV-PEL turbo R CCTTTTCTTTTAAAAGCTAGCTCAGCTGTGCCCCAGTTTGCTAGGCAGG 

Peptide sequencing R CGATGCCAAGTACATCGACG 

EGFP-C-F-31 CAAAGACCCCAACGAGAAG 

EGFP-N-rev GCTTGCCGTAGGTGGCATC 

Figure S1. Schematic presentation of rVACV strain C1-opt1 
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